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ABSTRACT

The objective of this dissertation is to present a novel approach

analysis using adjoint network concepts on

a

transmission

of

sensiriviry

line simulator, phyllis

(PFrYsical Load and LIne simulator). Sensitivity analysis
is a very important stage for

circuit design, optimization and tolerance measurement. Modifying one
of the major
subroutines, FDAN

in Phyllis, made it

possible

to calculate the sensitivity i¡

the

frequency-domain, where adjoint network method can be implemented.
The adjoint

network method is better suited to ci¡cuit analysis in the frequency domain.
It requires
less computation effort compared to elementary perturbation
method or the di¡ect method.

The algorithm for using the adjoint theory in conjuncrion with phyllis
is implemented.

An example of a stripline model is tested in the form of LC ladder network.
The
sensitivity results

of this analysis give users an esitmate of eror

when using this

technique for transmission line analysis. Recommendations
a¡e also given for future
developments.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The objective of ttus dissertation is to present a novel approach ro sensirivity
analysis usrng the adjoint network concept

in a transmission line simulator,

Phyliis

(PHYsical Load and Llne Simulator). Engineers are very interested in designing an
optimized system and so. in

is

design,

it is important to notice

the effect on the system

performance due to changes of some important parameters. The design

of an optimal

circuit is a crucial objective (target) for a design engineer. Compuær-aided circuit
optimization was first advocated by Temes and Calahan in 1967[TeCa67]. Optimization
methods have evolved from simple,low-dimension-oriented algorithms into sophisticated
and powerful ones.

Optimization has had somewhat limited success to date in the design of integrated

circuits (ICs). ICs are characterized by complex tradeoffs be¡veen multiple non-linea¡
objectives while

satisfþg multiple non-linear and sometimes non-convex

constraints.

Typical of IC objective and/or constraint functions are area, delay, and power. Expressed
as functions

of the usual IC

designable parameters, such as strip widths and supply

voltages, these objectives are frequently, and in physical limits, inherently in competition

with one another. A fundamental factor in optimization is measuring the sensitivity of
each element of the designed

(changes)

to smali input

circuit.

changes.

Each element is evaluated according to its response

An opnmized circuit, which fulfitls the specified

constraints, can thus be designed.
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A significant amount of work has been done on sensitivity analysis of elementary
linear or nonlinear circuits.

ln 1969,

Director and Rohrer have already presented two

papers [DiRo69a] [DiRo69b] which originated the adjoint network approach to sensitiviry

calculahons. In this thesis, an introducnon to the analysis of transmission line sensitiviry

is presented. Since high

speed transmission

line models are widely used nowadays on

printed circuit boards, it is very important for the designer to norice how Lines behave in
transmitrrng hrgh frequency signals, and how the physical parameters of the tansmission

line would also affect the output perf'ormance. Therefore, an analysis must be completed

of the performance of such a transmission line in

response to small changes

in physical

parameters. These parameters include strip width, thickness, and distance between fwo
ground planes. To analyze a physical transmission line, a more representative circuit such

as LC ladder netwotk, which has only inductor and capacitor (LC) elements, can be
analyzed. The LC ladder net retains the behavior characteristics of a fansmission line
such as time delay. The¡e are many kinds of transmission line used in the manufacturing

industry, for instance stripline, microstrip line, coaxial, waveguide and so
sn-ipline model

is

selected as

a test model due to

is

simplicity

on.

The

in formulation

of

characteristic impedance. The limitation on creating the hybrid matrix in phyltis is also
a major obstacle.

Using a ladder netwo¡k to analyze transmission line has been investigated for

a

long time Uohn5Ol. However, this is the first application of such a rool in CAE toois -

-2

such as GREENFIELDT. The hope is to extend the sensihvify analysis on all circuit
boards, thus refining the performance of circuit board designing.

Before any analysis takes place, a brief presentahon of the matrices used in
defining the netwolk topology, is given in chapter

2.

These matnces rncluded lncidence

maFices, loop matrices, cutset matrices, impedance matnces, admittance matrices and

hybrid matrices. Sensitivity analysis techniques, such as the perturbæion method, direct
method and adjoint network method are introduced in chapter 3, and a full description of

adjoint network theory is also given in chapter

3. ln chapter 4, fundamental

theory of

stripline and the corresponding characteristic impedance formulae are described. The
modification of the characteristic impedance formulae to suit the LC ladder network
analysis is also derived. Details of the programs and the background of phyllis are

written in chapter

6.

5.

The testing model, results and limitations are discussed in chapter

Also, a verifying test supports the results from the analysis program. Finally,

conclusions and recommendations are given in Chapter 7.

a software tool for analog printed circuit board simulation

-3-

CHAPTER

II

NETWORK TOPOLOGY

2.1

Definitions on Incidence, Loop and cutset Matrices
When a circuit is designed, each branch of a d.i¡ected graph must be numbered, to

form the incidence matrix, Ao. The nodal-incidence matrix of a directed graph G, with
n nodes and b branches, can be defîned as an nxå matrix

Ao =
where a,i =

Íau)

(1)

| if branch 7 is incident at node i, and the arrow is pointing away from
node l.

dij =

-l if branch I is incident at node f, and the arrow is pointing towards node
i.

o,,

=

0 if branch j

is not incident at node j.

For a connected graph G¿, à submatrix of A" formed from a maximal set of
linearly independent rows of

A. A maximum

,4o

is called a reduced incidence matrix and is denoæd by

set of independent

Kirchhoff ctnrent law (KCL) equations, obtained from

the nodes of a connected network N, can be expressed

where

j

as

Ai=O

(2)

is the vector of branch ctuïents in the same order as columns of ,4. Also

if it is

written in relation with the branch voltages, by rhe Kirchoff voltage law (KVL),
the above
equation becomes

-4-

(3)

Y=ATE

where v is the column vector of branch voltages and E is the column vector of node
datum voltages.

A loop matrix, Bo of a directed graph G, with å branches

and. n,

oriented loops2

can be defined as an nób matrix

Bo = Íb¡¡J

(4)

7 if branch i is in loop i, and thei¡ directions agree.
b¡j = -l if branch i is in loop i, and their di¡ections oppose.
6,, = 0 if branch j is not in loop i.

where bu =

The KVL equations can be written as:

Bou=O

(s)

where v is the vector of branch voltages in the same order as the columns of 8".

Any submatrix of B"that consists of the maximum number of independent rows
of B, is called a basic loop matrix and is denoted by Br. In a connected graph G, with
å branches and ¿ nodes, B, has b-n+

I rows. Thus, the b-n+ I independent KVL

equations

may be expressed very compactly as

Bru=0
A cutset matrix, D,of

(6)

a directed graph G, with å branches and n"oriented cutset,

is defined to be an n"xå matrix (of which the nodal incidence matrix is one special
case)

Do = fdçl

'

E*h

loop is assigned one of nvo possible orientations.

-5-

(7)

L if branch i is in cutset i, and their di¡ections agree.
d,¡ = -I if branch j is in cutset i, and rheir directions oppose.
d,, = 0 if branch j is not in cutset i.

where d,, =

If

the rows of

genera-lized

i

and columns of Do are arranged

in the same branch order,

KCL, when applied to all cursets, may be expressed

the

as

Doi=0

(8)

Any submatrix of D"that consists of the maximum number of independent rows
of D" is called a basic cutset matrix and is denoted by Dr. Any basic cutset matrix D,
has n-1 rows, and the KCL equations are then

Dri=0

2.2

(e)

Definitions on Impedance, Admittance and Hybrid Matrices
In circuit analysis, there a¡e normally three types of matrix that represents

the

impedances' sources and unknown values for multi-port network. In this
section, all the

matrices are described by using a two-port network3. The most cornmon one
is the
impedance matrix where mesh formulation analysis used.
impedance matrix because

it

It

also called the open-circuit

relates the current sources be independent variables to the

voltage sources as dependent variables. As shown in Figure

l, the two port voltages

V,,

andV, a¡d the two port cturents 1, and Irhave the relationships as below
[CDKugT]:

'

A por, can be created from a ci¡cuit by

accessing two nodes of the circuit A two-port can be
similarly creåted by accessing nvo pairs of nodæ from a ci¡cuit The important
notion of a port is ftat the
culTent enæring from one ærminat of a port is identical to the cu¡rent lèaving
from the other terminal of

the same port.
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two-port
without
independent
s0urces

Figure 1: Simple block diagram of a two-port network

V = ZI

(10)

where Z is calleÅ the open-circuit impedance matrix of the tw'o-port. In scalar form, it
becomes,

Vr=zrrlr*ztzlz
(11)

Vz=4tlt*hzlz
where 2,, and 222 aÍe called the open-circuit driving impedances and

z,

and

z,

are called

the open-circuit transfer impedances of the two-port. The above equations can be also
written as the single matrix equation

lI,]=l:'^:'"ll;,]

(12)

where the elements, z¡¡, in the Z maaix can be derived by considering two curent sources

as inputs to the rwo-porr as shown in Figure

7-

2.

Then Eqn.(11) is simply

the

superposition of the voltage responses at the two independent
current sources. The two

driving-point impedances are interpreted

L,

as

- vl

7 =
22

+lrr__o

vrl

(13)

---al

Llrr=o

and the two transfer impedances are interpreted as

n

,r-T

L

The imposed conditions 1,

-

"rr-

0 and Iz = 0 explain why

vr

L

(14)
1r

=o

z is called open-circuit

impedance

matrix.
The next cornmon type of circuit matrix is the adminance
matrix that is a converse

of the impedance marix. This matrix can be used in nodal formulation
analysis. It
relates the voltage sources as independent variables
to the cu¡rent sources as dependent

variables. The short-circuit admittance marix is

i¡

the form of

I=YV
where

r is the port

clurents vector,

v is the port voltages vectot and y

circuit admittance matrix of the two-porl obviously,

Z = Y-t
where

z is the open-circuit

(1Ð

impedance

is called the short-

if y is nonsinguiar,

then

(1O

marrix. If Eqn (16) holds, Eqn (15) written in

scalar form becomes

-8-

tw o-p ort

+

with

+

two

v1

independen

t

2

v2

cutrent sources

Figure 2: Two-port with two indepena

It=ltVr+yrrV,
(r7)

Iz=lztVr+yoV,
or by the single matrix equation

[l]
where

=l;:

Atïl

(18,

)rr md Jzz úê called the short-circuit driving-point admittances and y,

called the short-circuit transfer admittances

of the rwo-porl

and

y,

are

These terrns can be

interpreted by ttre two-port shown in Figure 3 where the ¡po
inputs are voltage sources
applied at the rwo pofis. Following the dual argumenr,

-9-

Figure 3: Two-port netwrok with rwo

ino"@

)u= 4l
4lr,=o

as input

I,

Yrr=ú
vt=o
(1e)

r^

Yrr=É

ltz =

Vz=o
The imposed conditions
%

-

tlr,=o

0 and vz = 0 a¡e the reason that y
is called the short-circuit

admittance matrix.

However' the nodal analysis method
suffers from the deficiency that
only the class
of voltage-controlled curent source
is allowed. All other types of
controlled sources have

to be converted into voltage-controlled
curent
program internally' Also,
because the admittance

it cannot hand.le a

sources either by the user

or by

the

zeÍovalue resistance as a circuit
element

marix would otherwise contain an infinite
enfy. Although

-10_

a

short ci¡cuit can usually be
dispensed with, there a¡e
occasions when

is

inclusion can be

very convenient Multiterminal
elements that have no aami¡¡¿¡1s¿
maûix representafion
cause difficulties in nodal
analysis' There is a dual probrem
in the case of the impedance
matrix in that it cannot hand-le
a zero varue conductance
as a ci¡cuit element.
Because

of the inconvenience caused
by the adminance and impedance
ma*ices,

a more advanced and sophisticated
maüix called a hybrid matrix
is often used instead.
The adjective 'hybrid' comes
from the fact that both cu¡rent
and voltages appear as
unknowns in the equations
cha¡acterizing the circuit.
with a two-port network, rwo port
voltages v, andv, and two port
currents I, and.I, canbe
set as port va¡iabres. There
are
two types of hybrid matrix named
hybrid l, H, and hybrid Z, H,.
The hybrid I
representations express v,
and 1, in tenns of 1, and
17, is as follows:

[il=,[L]
whe¡e

(20)

rr is the hybrid matrix of a nvo-port.
In scala¡ form, it becomes
Vr = hrr\ * ht V,

Iz=hrr\*hrrv,
The hybrid

pa-rameters

' h*

Q1)

may be interpreted by
using a c.,,rent source and
a voltage

source as input as shown
in Figure

4'

port current source can be
written

as,

Their relationship with the
port vortage source and

l1

hI -V,

lh"

Ir Vz=o

LI

=

%,,,=o
(22)

hzt

=

4l

htz

,,1r,=o

vtl
=

4',=o

where årl is the driving-point impedance at port 1 with port 2 short-ci¡cui
ted,

driving-point admittance at port2 with port 1 open-circuited,

h,

h, is the forward

is the

current

transfer function, and h,, is the reverse voltage transfer function. Conversely,
the hybrid

2 matrix

has

v,

and

I,

as the independent variables, and

va¡iables, as shown in Figure

5.

Generally, the value

hrß- =
where

i,k = I or 2-

However,

it

1,

and,

v, as the dependent

of h¡is obtained by the rado,

response at port

j

(23)

excitation at port k

has to follow the conditions: 1). except port /c, all

voltage ports are short-circuited and all current ports are open-circuited;
2). the excitation
at port È is an independent voltage source

port

t

if port /c is a voltage port, or c1¡ïent

sou¡ce

if

is a current port; 3). the response at port j is considered to be the currenr
of port

j if port j

is a voltage port, or the voltage of port

j if pon j

is a crurenr porl F{owever,

the above procedures are only good for a small circuit and any
circuit with more than 5
elements

will require an excessive computationar effort.

It is sometimes convenient to be able to convert one ser of parameters in
ærms of
another set. Standard relationships for this purpose a¡e tabulated
in Table I[CDKuSTì.
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tw

with two

+
v1

o-port

I

independent
ctrrren

t

2

and

voltage sottrces

Figure 4: Two-port network interpretitrg ttybtia

t

rnat

ii

two-p ort

with two
+

1

independent
curren

t

and

voltage sources
Figure 5: Two-port network in*qp@

t3-

2

:

Table
Note

I:

conversion table for the four representations of a hnea¡ two-port'.

Å, = det(Z),Âv = det(Ð, Âh = det(H), Å' h = det(H).

lu -Ie

Â¡,

Åt

À"

h,,

-/u

.P¡

År

,

L l¡
-i:

L,

-1

r

a"

a

h'rt

hi,

hn

_-L t+

I
hr,

Â,

-åu
å,,

ô;
h),

A;
hi.,

hiz

h,

rÃ;

I!
hr,

Âå

t

å,,

E,

Lzn zn

h^

h,

+E

h^

h*

h'r,

l,zl

¿

lt

zzz

zzt
- zzz zult
,r
+l¡

+-zn
Lll

zzt

A'

zt,

3rt

lu

Å=

I¡r

ltt

av
Izz
-lu
lzz

-&

Lt¿
l¿z

I
l¿z

f All matrices rn the same row a¡e equal

-t4-

Lh

-

hr,

ai

A;

^i

hi'

hí,

hi,

h'r,

CHAPTER

III

SENSITIVITY ANALYSTS TECHI\IQIIES

Techniques for sensinvrty analysis are well developed rn both time and frequency

domain- An adapnve and suit¿ble technique should be chosen carefully based upon the
special interests of the analysis. Three different æchniques are infoduced below
because
each has its own advantages and disadvantages for different problems.

Sensitivity of a iumped cucuit is defined by giving a small input changes at the
input ports and analyzing the changes at the outpur ports. Consider the sinusoidal
steadystaæ behaviour

of a linear lumped network. Let FQo) be any network function

g|rrd

(x,,

. - - ,x,) a set of element parameters subject to changes. The partial derivative ðøðx,
is
called the unnorm alizeÅ sensitivity, defined

ôF

as

Limit AF
= a¡-0

Ax

while the normalized sensitivity is defined

F

"'^

(u)

ax

as:

Limit AFIF
¡-x *0
utlx

(2Ð

or
Sr"

xðF

ô(lnF)

Fõx

{ln¡)

Hence, the normalized sensitivify is defined in the form of S,r
thesis.
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(26)

as

in (26) for the enfi¡e

3.1

Pern-rrbation Method
The perturbation method is a brute force approach in which the ci¡cuit is
analyzed

with the parameters at their nominal values, then one of the parameten is pefiurbed from

its nominal value and the circuit is analyzed again. This process must be repeaæd for
each parameter of interest. As an example, the resistor in Figure 6 has been perturbed

from its nominal value Ro by an amount ÁR. This change causes a p€rturbation
ÂV. in
the capacitor voltage.

An AC analysis of this crcuit yrelds the solution
Vro

Vs

* AV, =
1

(27)

*7coC(R, * AR)

since

Vco

Vs

(2E)

1+j oCRo

Then expanding by Taylor's Theorem,

LV"
"=

I
-irc
v"l

aR *

tQ+ilrRoC)z

(¡u¡C)3

)2_

a¡z --g.og
(1+jcoR,C)3---

(l

+jaRoC)a

AR3 *

l
(2e)

The fi¡st-order unnormalized sensitivity (neglecting the highest order rerms
in (29)) of the
ac voltage

% with respect to the resistor R is

lim AV, ôV,
=
AR-O AR =
ôR

_jaC

,
fiìyrnp¡, '

(30)

Both the large change sensitiviry in (29) and the first-order unnorm alized sensitivity
in
(30) are nonlinear functions of the resistor.

t6-

Ro +^R

+

%

T"
Figure 6: Linear c'cuit with small changes

-

"r.h

+^\¡,

.l.r*t

Frequently the normalized first-order sensitivity function is used to estimate
percentage variations rn circuit performance. For example,

v

Cc-oc

'Ro-

RAV _
\

AR

-/toR"C
| +7oR,C

(3r¡

For small enough changes in R, the response variation LV, can be approximated
by

LV,

1

nv.
"ùRo

AR

(32)

" q

The advantage of the perlurbation method is that

it

indicates the true changes

in

the

voltages and currents for a given large or small change in a parameter.
The disadvantages

of this method are that excessive computation is required, that is, one circuit analysis
for
each parameter variation, and the method

is

sometimes inaccurate when

approximate first-order sensitivifies.
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it is used to

3.2

Direct Method
In frequency

and time domain,

KCL

states that

Ðnde I=o

(33)

Ð

(34)

every

while that of KVL,

v=o

etery laop

For linear circuits in frequency domain, the voltage/current relationship with the
components a¡e, for instance,

V - I R = 0 for a resistance,
V

-

j a L I = 0 for an inductance,

and

I - j a C V = 0 for acapacitance.
The di¡ect method analyzes the actual circuit to determine the voltage associated

with the component. The sensitivity model of the circuit can be constructed using
relations given in the right-hand column of Table

tr.

the

In other words, leave all resistors,

inductors, capacitors and conductors alone; replace independent voltage
and current
sources by short- and open- circuits respectively; and replace the variable
conductance by

itself with the appropriately vaiued cu¡rent source in parallel. The sensitivity model
is
then analyzed by evaluating the actual voltage and current as well as the required
change

in the cur¡ent or voltage of interest.
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Table II: Table for element conve¡sion in Di¡ect method[BrspgO]

,A,CTUAL CIRCUIT

EI=0
every node

every node

EV=Û

EöV = Û

every loop

every loop

"-4114'*

*{l-"*

Branch
Relations

SENSITIWTY MODEL
16l=û

"r[TT\

+rt
---l

V=lR

"-+!1-"

r-¡ocv

*-{

y
I

= jcrrL

"S-*

t"-*

oryüT\o

I

r@-vo G

=GV

Jrv,\Å-L

V

"{-

ôv=ôlR

V = constant
I = constant

Analysis ofthe interconnection of
the components shown ¡elds the
cu¡rents and voltages ofthe acural
circuit

-t9-

H

5 ¡=¡coC

ôV

5y=¡oLôt
ôl = côV +VôG

ôV=0

ôl=o

Anal¡sil of the i¡terconnec[on of
the components shom yields small
changes in tàe cunenu and voltages
of the acû¡al cucuit

However, there are some comments on using this method
(1)

:

There is no need to choose a specific change in component value, since

it is the

ratio of infinitesimal changes in crcuit response and cornponent value that is of

interest. An advant¿ge of this algorithm is apparent:

it

provides

a

direct

calculation of differenhal sensitrvity involving the two voltage products (both the

onginal model and the sensinvity model).
(2)

Relations perrinent

to the sensitivity model include all current and

voltage

changes. Niote that where a single response voltage is oi interest, both the actual
and the sensitivity model analyses that are involved do not represent any saving

in computational effort

as compared

with perturbation method. The two methods

required both models need to be analyzed each time. Therefore the only gain so

far is the improved accuracy associated with direct c¿lculation of differential
sensitivity.
(3)

The validity of the sensitivity model for variable 2-terminal admitønces

rs

unaffected by the presence of voltage-controlled curren¡ sources.

3.3

Adjoint Nerwork Approach

3.3.1 Tellegen's Theorem
The adjoint theory is based on the Tellegen's theorem of consewation of energy.

This can be proved by either KCL or

KVL. A network q

contains å branches and n+I

nodes. i denotes the bxl column vector of branch currents. A is an ¿xå node-to-branch
incidence matrix. Given that for KCL

-20-

and for

Ai=o

(3Ð

v = ATE

(36)

KVL

where v = bxL column vector of branch voltages

E = nxl column vector of node to datum voltages
The tot¿i instantaneous power, P., is:
b

Pr=Ðvoir=vri

G7)

È=l

where å is the number of branches. Hence,

Pr=ÍArElri= ErÍAil =o

(38)

Note that no specific restrictions with respect to the v to
lrelationship of any specific
branch is included in this analysis.
Suppose a second network,

of branches
of

as does

q.

Since

q

fl, has the same number of nodes and

and

I

same number

are topologically identical, the incidence marix

fl becomes

A=A

(39)

(35) and (36) become (assuming the same numbering scheme for the branches)

,qî

=

o

t = ArE
where É is the (nxl)-nodevoltage vector associated with

(40)

(41)

R. Note the that corresponding

total inst¿ntaneous powers delivered to all branches is equal to zero. This is sometimes

-21
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described as the conservation of power for elecrncal networks and can be considered as
a consequence of Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws. Since (35), (40) and (39) hold,

the sum of inst¿nt¿neous powers is
b

Ð
k=r

unfn =

b

Ð
k=1

úu¿u

=

vri

= ErAi =

iri

=

Ê'Ai

(42)

O

(43)

=0

Equations (42) and (43) assert that the sum of the branch-voltage-branch-cur¡ent
products, with any feasible voltages taken f¡om one network and any feasible currents
taken from the corresponding topologically identicat network, is zero.
The foregoing results comprise Teilegen's Theorem. In summary, given that KCL

and

KVL apply to two topologically identical networks that have the same node and

branch numbering scheme, as depicted in Figure 7.

bbb

b

Druiu = Ðiuîu= Eúui*
¿=l
È=l
È=l

Note that each of the

=

fvuiu
k=l

=0

(44)

fint two summations in (44) mirror conservation of energy,

while each of the last two summations have no obvious physical interpretation.

3.3.2 Adjoiat Ner'work Merhod
The thrd krnd of method that is normally used in sensitivity analysis is called the

adjoint method[DiRo69a]. This method is based on the origrnal network, by transposing

ôô

the corresponding impedance, admittance or hybrid mat-ix to achieve the adjoint network.

q and î

However two linear time-invariant networks
each other
I

'

if the foilowing

are said to be adjoint networks of

three conditions are satisfied [chI-i75]:

¿i.

Both networks have the same topology;

For controlled sources, a controlling

voltage is considered as that across an open-crcuit branch, and a controlling
cturent is considered as that through a short-circuit branch.

2.

If

the nonindependent-source branches of

mafices Zu

and,

q and t] possess branch impedance

Zr, respectively, then

zí

=

2,

(4Ð

on the other hand, if branch-admittance matrices yu and fu exist

Yi=t,

then

(46)

In generai, the nonsource branches of r1 and tl can always be characterizedby
hybrid maffices Hu and Êu

(u

explained in secrion 2.2) as in the following:

llu,l lï,o Hrrrllvu,]

lvu,]

luurl=

lr,u ,rrull,ur]= 'rL,rr]

lîu,1

lÊ,,u H,rullrr,l

^ lvr,l
lrr,)= Ln=,, ,,,u)lîu,)= ''1,r,)
where

å/ is the input branch, and b2 is the ouþut branch.

adjoint networks of each other, since

li,
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For t1 and fl to be

= Hb', they must satisfy

Network

B

Iv,io=

V¡

0

Branch K

B

Branch

N+1Node
Incidence Matrix A

B

Xv,, 1*=

Network

B

åû" io=

v¡
B

>û. 1o= O
Figure

7:

Branch

N+1Node

B

Incidence Matrix A

Two topologicatly identical networks havrng the same node and branch
numbering scheme
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lru,

Ê,*l I ,i,o -H;,)

È,,, Ê,À:
3.

l-ri,,

Corresponding independent sources

lts)

,hl

in both networks

are the same

in nature

(current or voltage source), but need not have the same values.
As the principle is understood, it is much more convenient to construct the adjoint
network

fl from

any given network q by the use of Table

trI.

Note that, for all reciprocal

components, their counterparts in the adjoint network are just the components themselves.

For example, a voltage controlled curent source has the relation

l;;1 l; ll[;;]

(s0)

by transposing the admittance matrix,

r:v,-f o ol'o

0g^
00

(s1)

s*

Itz

(sz¡

o

Y94

ls^

l

therefore the adjoint KCL equation became:

l¡, 1 fo

Lt*j-Lo
where as in scalar form,

lp :
is the reciprocal component model,

as the

(s3)

g^v34
right hand side in Table

ltr.

The rest of the

controlled sources are derived in a similar manner. Table Itr is established by the use of
(45), (46) or (49).
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Table

III:

Table for element conversion in Adjoint network method[Chli75]

A/, ORIGINAL NETWORK
R

¡/,

ADJOINT NETWORK

R

HÄMr--o

H¡ú\^r--O
L

o'{ün<
C
t#H

HTH

C

r{f---o

'T*

1:

Vn

,L,,T,

L

Ys4

{,'?,"

¿;

T",

l-

þ,"r,.

,rï

1l
Ilu

$:,

t;

i:,

r,

'1*
vtz

J_

J,
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3.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis in Frequency Domain
The adjoint-network concept can be utilized in frequency domain sensitivity
analysis. As mentioned in section 3.3.1, Tellegen's theorem, which is based on the KCL
given in (35) and on the KVL given in (36), remarns valid for any vector

¿ satisfyrng

(35) whether it contains crrrrent sotuces or not and for any vector v having

a

representation given in (36) whether it contains voltage sources or not. Since the complex

phasors associated with the steady-state sine-wave branch current and voltages

nefwork certainly satisfy Kirchhoff's laws, an etñcient means
unnormalized network sensitivities

is

derived

by

for

of a

caiculating the

employing the Tellegen's

theorem[DeKu69] between the nework n and a topologically equivalent adjoint network

R. fetf

ana Îr¡¡ro) represent the Bth branch complex-valued voltage and current,

"¡¡tl.¡
respectively, in f

.

Therefore Tellegen's theorem yields

lvr7ù

îrgar)

-- o
(s4)

I1, (i") v"(/o) = o
B

where the subscript.B denotes summation over all nerwork branches. During the course

of design, the element values of the network Iì are to be changed; Tellegen's
remains valid between the perturbed network

-27

n and the adjoint network R.

-

theorem

Hence,

I

f

vrUa) *

a vuUa)l f"(rco) = o

B

(ss)

I

tr"{7r) * A l"(jo)l vr(jr)

=o

B

where LVu1a) and

Bth
i.e.

branch

p

-->

Nufial

of the network

denote the changes in voltage and current, respectively, of the
11

afær a pernubation of the element values has t¿ken place,

p + ap, where p is the interested parameter. Subracting (54) from (55) yretds

)

EB

LVBU<o; 1r(7<o

=o

(s6)

I

lr"{,ro ¡ vrç¡a) = 0

(s7)

B

and subtracting (57) from (56) yrelds

f ¡vr(ia¡ir(7o¡ - arsel".¡vr(ja)l
Ð
B

Now let us consider the branch relations of the network
branches of the adjoint network

11

nvrll be defined

=o

(s8)

n. At the same time, the

in such a way

as to render expression

(58) independent of all Âlz and Â.f terms, which are associared with nonsoìüce branches.
The reasoning behrnd this approach is that we wish to have an expression that depends

only on parameter and source variations. The derivations of adjoint elements for
capacitances and inductances \{¡ill be demonshated. The adjoint models for the remaining

element types are derived by means of similar techniques; the results are summari zed ín

Table IV.
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Table IV: sensitivity caiculations in adjoint nerwork trreory[chli75]
ELEMENT TYPE

DESCRIPTION IN

Ç

V- RI
[:GY

z

v: zt

.R

Y

I:

C

I = j@cy

v '- jrtî

î,

= -pi2
:0
it : 8^û,

Vz

tz

Iz:

[l'r :

T

j : ¡aCû

: E^v,
l/r:0

.í

.nt

YV

V

Í

tz:

t, :

frtt

llr:

o

*Pû,

it:o
i,:,^î,
Yz :0

0

ÍY, : 'nl,
[l'r :0

!v;:

orscnrplroru tru

tt-nl
î:Gû
û-Zi
i - Yí'

: jaLI
Vz: þYt
/r:0

L

8m

¡/

¡v'n,,
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i
It

tn

-tlt tc
It

¿,2

-ûy

tv

-¡øûv

tc

¡oît A,t
Ìrv,

-trv,
-trt,

a,p

ag^
aB

lrt, at^

Firstly, the capacitance branch relation is

I,
where the subscript

c is the branch

=

jaCV,

(59)

number of a capacitance. Therefore

AIc = icoCL,Vr+ jaVcLC

(60)

(neglecting second-order terms). Terms of (58) associated with capacitance branches
of
Tì can

be written

as

f ¡VrÎ, - (/o C AVc* j.dVcLC)v,
Ð
C

=g

(61)

After rearranging the terms, the equation becomes

Ð
c

ft

îr-iacvr)LV, - jrvcirncl

=o

(62)

Thus, the expression describing the adjoint eiement associated with a capacitance is

Ic = iaCV,
a capacitance branch relation

itself. Thus,

a capacitance

c is associated with a capacitance in the adjoint

(63)

in the original network of value

network of value c.

Similarly, as we consider the second element branch, the inductance branch
relation is

Vt

=

jaLI,

(64)

where the subscript L is the branch number of an inductance. so that

LVt = jrL Ã1, * jaIrAL

(6s)

(also neglecting the highest terms). Terms of (58) associated with inductance
branches

of q can be written

as
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IL

t{,r

aLÎr-Ûr) LI, * irltîrtt1

=o

(66)

Hence, the expression describing the adjoint element assocrated with an inductance is

Vt
an inductance branch relation

=

(6t¡

iaLI,

itself. Thus, an induct¿nce in

the onginal nerwork of value

L is associated with an inductance in the adjoint network of value Z.
The terms of (58) associated wrth the remaining element types of the network

r'¡

can be manipulated in a simila¡ manner. The results are presented in Table IV along with

the appropriate branch relations to be chosen for the related adjoint network fl.

By examining Table IV, the adjoint network fl is related to the original network
Q mainly

in two ways[DiRo69b]. Firstly, the topology of fl is identical to q. Secondly,

all resistance, conductance, capacitance, elastance, inductance, and reciprocal inductance
branches

in t1 are associated with resistance, conductance, capacitance, elastance,

inductance, and reciprocal induct¿nce branches, respectively, in
Equation (58) can be written

fl

of like values.

as

Ð favrîu- Lrvvvl - Ð t LVrîr- Lr/l = Er Lp
where

f

(68)

is the sensitivity components and ap is the change in interested parameter, which

multiplied with each other form column 4 of Table

IV.

The independent voltage source

voltages and independent current source currents of q are assumed to be held constå.nt so
that

A'V, = g
and

- 31 -

(6e)

Â/, = 0
(although

in some studies

(70)

they may be varied and considered to be complex-valued

parameters). Thus, expression (68) becomes

L

Lv,î, = Ð Llvvv = Er Lp

er)

This shows that the necessary sensitivines are easily calcuiated by applyrng

the

appropriate inputs to the adjoint network ([DiRo68] has a full discussion of sensitivity
calculations).
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CHAPTER IV

SEI\SITIVITY MEASUREMENT OF STRIPLINE

At frequencies in excess of several hundred MHz, stnpline fansmission lines

are

often used in cucuit boards. Striplines have a number of advantages over coaxial or
waveguide circuitry, especially where active or passive devices such as Gunn diodes or

mixer diodes are to be included as part of the circuit design or where large circuit
bandwidth or miniaturization is required. However, they suffers from considerabie
disadvantages when compared with coaxial or waveguide transmission lines in terms of

isolation between circuiæ and power handling capabitty. The sensitivity of stripline
transmission lines is, therefore, a crucial objective when analyzing the board performance.

The physical parameters of the stripline are the parameters that designer wants to
evaluate. These parameteß include width and ttuckness of the conductor and distance
between two ground planes and so

on. By measuring

the corresponding characteristic

impedance, capacitance and inductance of the designed stripline, the designer can choose

the most optimized values which satisfy the specified requirements. Hence,
mathematical representations of the stripline

in

the

characteristic impedance, capacitance,

inductance, first derivative unnormalized sensitivity, normalized sensitivity with respect

to the inductor and capacitor are described and derived in the following sections.

JJ-

4.r

Stripline Stmcture and LC Ladder Network
Stripline can be considered as a thin metal conductor of rectangula¡ cross-section

embedded

in a uniform dielectric

ground planes, as shown

matenal whuch

in Figure 8.

in turn is

Stnplines come

sandwiched between fwo

in a bewrldenng vanety of

dielecn-ic matenals with copper conductors on one or both sides of the cente conductor.

The thickness of the centre conductor and dielecFic matenal is also wrdely vanable.
Equations describing the characterisnc impedance of a sripline of known geometry
have been deduced by vanous people. Cohn pioneered the analysis of sripline circuits

with very thin centre conductors using the technique of conformal mappinglCohn55].
When the centre conductor has a non-zero thickness, the effect is to reduce the line w.idth,

W, to ground place spacing, å, rado (Wlb) calculated according to Cohn's technique
[Coh¡55] for a parricular characteristic impedance. For a finite thickness conductor,
Wheeler's formulae [Whee65] are reported to be accurate
less than

ûo

within 0.5 percent for Wl(b-t)

10. Wheeler's equations are as follows[GGCh81]:

Í
Z.le ==30
tolr,
JU ln11r
'

lr.;

ou-,1 Bb-t . qe !1Y +
6.27
,,L; w, fiwl

(72)

Wt=W+LW

(73)

where

with
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I

b
I

rt
Figure 8: Dimension of a stripline

tw = x(b-t)
i, z ll-¡-l' . l\wlb-t.l.rJ
I 0'07e6¡ l'
r(t-.r) | - -,m
L(\z-rl

lnu

in which

,t=21t.?,
3l-'Jl-'

1zs)

x=- t

(76)

L

and

b

where Zo = characteristic impedance,

lll = width,

/
b

= thickness.
= height,

s. = relative permitrivity.
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The LC ladder network is a simplified model for the stripline fansmission

It has basically

two elements namely capacitor and inductor. The capacitance and

inductance can be calculated numerically
characteristic impedance, velocity

permittivity

U.ne.

by using their relationships between the

of plane

waves, permeability

in free space

in free space. Assuming the stripline to be lossless, where

and

the relaúve

permitnvity, 8,, is uniform, then it is known that [Sesh71],

I

(77)

iTe
and

,l
vl-

(78)

,ft, ,

where v = velocity of plane waves in the medium,

p = penneability in free space,
e - permittivity in free space,

L = induct¿nce,
C = capacitance.
From the relation of (77) and (78), clearly that the following hold,

(7e)

L'C = p'e

Also the relationship between characteristic impedance and L & C is given by Uohn5Ol

Z, = IL

(80)

\C

combining (79) and (80), the relationship between L &. C and

L

= Zo

" /¡re

and

therefore, differentiating (81) and (82) with respect to Zo give
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Zo is

(81)

C

-

tl-þ

(82¡

"

dL

=
a4 t*

(83)

"

and

- vp

dC
dZo

e

,g4)
('

-2
'o

These equahons are used to calculate the sensitivity of the ladder network

as

descdbed in the later section.

4.2

Sensitivity Measurements of Stripline
Since we are only interested in the sensitiviry of the ouþut performance of the

circuit by changrng the physical parameters of the stripline, and there is no direct relation
between the port voltage and the physical paramet€rs, we are unable to evaluate the

stnpline sensitivity directly from using equations described in chapter

3.

Therefore, by

using the chain relationship from mathematics, the sensitivity equation can be defined as

foilows:

sr" = sr" sr'sj

xðFðuðt
FôuAtôx

=

(8s)

This thesis is only interesæd in the sensitivities of the ouþut performance to width, height
and thickness of the sn-ipline. The representafive formula is
where V= outputvoltage,

L-

inductance,
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sl,u,, = s{,,

s!;'

sl;.u.,

(86¡

= capacitance,
ll = wrdth of the conductor,
þ = height between two ground planes,
[ - thickness of the conductor,
Zo = characteristic impedance of the sn-rpline.
Ç

Since strpline can be modelled as a ladder network, and the modelled ladder
network has only inductors and capacitors, the normalized sensinvity of L and C to the
output, V, can be calcuiated by

îLv
=

s:=

(87)

VAL ¡

and

S: =Ð
i= I

C¡ ðV

v

(EE)

aci

where V=ouÞutvoltage,

Lt = Lz = ... = Ln =

indugtAnçe,

Ct=Cz =... = Cn=caqacitance,

i = I,

2, ... ,h = number of element of each type.
The second part of (86), that is, the unnormahzed sensitivity of characteristic
impedance to the

L and C elements

are given by (83) and (84), hence the normalized

sensitivities are

zo ôL
oo LAZ
o

nL

úa

and
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zo

L

(89)

oc _zo

"2"-7

ôc _ -rlw

ð1

(e0)

c1

The normalized sensitivities of parameters: width(I4f, heigh(å) and thickness(t),

with respect to charactenstlc impedance, are given by [GGCh81]. Firstly for wrdth,
W AZ"
^ZO
,.

¿f,,

(91¡

zo 61y,

where

ôzo

= 30e-A 3.135 _

AWl w'.tt
V ¡'

þ1)'

a

W,)

[*

r

-Q)

(e2¡

wrth
I

v-^!

.6.27( L

\8

\

y:\'
b-t

(e3)

)

and

.l;r

z
_
-30ou

(ea¡

Secondly for the height,

Wt 2x

_-b

stb"

(es¡

x * r"l-¡-l

(eó)

b-t n2-x

W

and finally

s*

for the thickness,
I

^2" t lvYr
ù'
W lb-t

I
'ÍE

2-x

\z-t) |'*

The above equations give a clear mathematical representation of the sensitivities

of the characteristic impedance to the stripline in terms of width, thickness and
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height.

Furthermore, combining (87), (88), (89), (90), and (91) gives the sensitivity of output
voltage with respect to width:

ç! = Y

ûnt

-

-

AV AL * {
ôC'
ôL AZ
AC AZ
o
o_
_

ðZo

(e7)

AW

while by combining (87), (88), (89), (90), and (95), the sensinvity of output voltage wrth
respect to height is derived as

s{=+

AV ôL + __
ôV AC
AL ôZ AC AZ

AZ o

(e8¡

ab

and lastly by combining (87), (88), (89), (90), and (96), the sensrtrvity of output voltage

with respect to thickness is defined by

tlavat
^v
'

\'=-l--+--

ôvac

vl ôL ô2" ôc azo

ôZo

(ee)

At

where AVIðL and òVlòC can be found by using adjoint nerwork theory described in
chapter

3.

ðLIAZ" and òClòZ" are given in (83) and (84).

Although it may be difficult to calculate the above formulae manually, it is easily

done by computers. These formulae are implemented to calculate the normelized
sensitivities of the circuit according to each interested physical parameter.
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CHAPTER V

ALGORITHM AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

At this stage, the toois for analyzing the cucuit must

be

introduced. A computer-

aided engineering tool called PHYsical Load LIne Simulator (Phyllis) is used to design
the circuit and calculate the corresponding voltages or currents for all the elements \'vith

probes. Phyliis

is a part of the GREENFIELD

softwate, developed

by

Quantic

Laboratories Inc. It is a time-domain, fansmission-line nework simuiator that iets users
interconnect, concatenate, bifurcate and load cables and circuit board fransmission lines.
The benefit of using this tool is the convenience of modifying circuit design graphically.

The most important aspect is that Phyllis has a well developed æchnique for analyzing
circuits.

Description of TDAN and FDAN

5.1

The marn subroutine of Phyllis is the computation program in TDAN, the time
domain analysis portion of Phyllis. Depending on the environment variable speciñed by
the user, the current linearized system matrix can be read directly from the CMTa file or

it can be found from

the Zottenkopf matrixs fite[Quan91]. For linear systems, TDAN

involves sorling the coefficients of unknown variables A, called probes, from the known

a

file extension name which created by Phyllis

5

a type of array storage technique specially for sparse matrices
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values B, called the sources. The resulting linear system conans four types of equations:

inductor(L) equations, capacitor(Q equafions, user specified source equations

and

transmission line equations. To perform the time domain analysis, these equations are
iterated using a backwards difference scheme. This scheme evaluates the

fint derivative

of the next nme step by using the previous lime step data
(100)

where/is the funcrron,/ is the first derivative of the function. å is the rrme step,fr is the
function value of the forward time step, f is the funclon value of the cente time step,

l,

is the function value of the previous time step, and O is the order of the error function.

Since the expanded Taylor series is truncated in second order, it has a second order error

function.
The numerical algorithm of TDAN is to first define a system matrix Z and vector

x where

zx

=o

(101)

Then partition coefficients of unknown probe values A from coeff,cients of known source
values

B

are defined

AP*BS=0

(102)

Finally, solve for probe values by doing LU decomposition on A to yield

LUo = -Bs

(103)

with back and forward substitution, pcan be solved as below

Ld = -Bs
where
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(104)

(10s)

d -- uB

vhich

then

P = U-t

(106)

d

)8)

FDANisanewlydevelopedpartofPhylliswhichrsdevotedtothecalculationof
the rnitial
network in the frequency domain' since
the scatterrng-parameter matrix of a

computatlonprocessinFDANiscomputingeachandeveryrequiredmatrixrntoits
are useful for developing general frequency
complex format, the utilities subroutines
domain tools.

Atl circuits in Phyllis

2.

are leplesented

by hybnd matrices as expiained in chapter

only in real
However, all the stored matrices are

form.

Hence,

have to be converted to complex
matrices, which are created in Phyllis,

all the required
form'

Since all

thematricesarestoredinZollenkorfmatrixformat'withdatastoredcolumnbycolumn'
In
matrix needs to proceed column by column'
complex
a
into
matrix
each
converting
(or
two independent columns: voltage and current
by
represented
is
element
each
Phyllis,

to join these two columns to build a single
probe and source respectively). In order
law must be utilized. For an ilductor
complex column, the complex ohm

g = jaLI

(107)

build one
Equation (107) reveals that in order to
where U is a voltage and 1is a curent.
and
current column should be multiplied by 7<oL
complex column for an inductor, the
for capacitors' the culrent column is obained
added to the voitage column. similarly
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through mulnplyrng the voltage wrthjroC. Hence only a source vector is generated which
has no dishnguish among each element. For a capacitor, the dual equation is

I= jaCU

(108)

Description of hograms for Sensitivity Analysis

5.2

Phyllis is mainly designed for the time domain analysis, and FDAN is designed

for the frequency domain, but FDAN can only evalute the scattering matnx for

the

ftansmission line circuit. Therefore, for sensitivity analysis, the probe results (current for

inductor and voltage for capacitor) are calculated according to the algorithm from TDAN

while all the matrices are converted into complex format by using utilities from FDAN.
When running the modified main program FDAN,

it first

retrieves the hybrid matrix of

the circuit, z, which is stored in Zollenkopf form. The matrix z is then sorted according

to the different element qpes, followed by DC anaiysis6. Then z is copied into matrix

Mz which is

passed

into the subroutine Sensitivity Analysis to begrn the sensitivity

analysis process, as shown in the flow chart of Figure

9.

corresponding current or voltage probe value for each

This subroutine calculates the

L and C element in the ladder

network. ln this subroutine, all the required matrices and vectors are converted into
complex

form.

Hence, the matrix Mz

ís first converted into matrix cxM

through

subroutine cxMat, then the probe vector and source vector are transformed. After these
are done, the calculation of the probe results begin. Subroutine cLU _decomp does the

6

By setting all sou¡ces to zero value and evaluanng the circrut at rime zero
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LU

decomposition on the complex matrix cxM and stores the resultant matrix tnto CLU.

Using the complex matrix CLU and performing the algorithm as shown in TDAN, the
probe results are calculated and written into a file called ana.s. The whole process is
shown on Figure 10.
For the adjoint method, two LC ladder nerwork circuits must be evaluated. Due

to the incapability of transforming the original net's hybrid matrix to an adjoint matrix,
the two testing cucuits have to be created and evaluated separately in Phyllis. Hence two
ana.s files are created. Tt'e ana.s files contain the probe resuits of each element of the

two circuits, and they are fed into a second main program which is dedicated to the
calculation of the sensitivities of the circuits. The second main prograrn sencalc requires

fintly

the circuit name, number of inductor and capacitot, and operating frequency source

voltages and probe results from ana.s, as shown

in Figure 11. By using the adjoint

method described in chapter 3, the normalized sensitivities of ail elements are calculated

and stored into a f,le named

res.r. After wdting file res.r,

subroutine sencalc wTIl

proceed to jump to subroutine calcf, as shown in Figure 10. In calcf, the information of

the pre-designed stripline is input, including the width and thickness of the conductor,
height between two ground planes, the relative permittivity and the relative permeability.

This information is passed to subroutine calcTn which ut'lizes the equations of chapter
4 to calculate the characteristic impedance of the sripline. Then the numerical values of

the inductance and capacitance are computed, together with the first de¡ivative of
characteristic impedance w.ith respect to the conductor w.idth, dZJdW. The sensitivities

of the stripline

are measured with respect to relevent parameters such as width and
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thickness of the conductor and the height between two ground planes. By modifyrng the

equations, as

in

chapter

4, all the normalized

sensitivities

for

each parameter are

evaluated. The final results are then written lnto a file named out.z. The flow chart of
calcf rs shown on Figure 12. All program listings are in Appendices A to C.
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Main FDAI{

retrieve

Zollenkopf

matrix

sorting the matrix according
to their element type

process DC alnalysis

sending matrix to subroutine

Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 9: Flow chart for modified main program FDAN
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Sensitivity _Analysis

Subroutine

receive

f rom FDAN

real matrix

convert
into
cxlV
through

prepare

complex
matrix
subrou tine cxMat

complex

CLU

matrix

for LU decomposition

convert real matrices:prb & src

into Cprb &. Csrc

process LU decomposition by

subroutine cLU

decomp

calculate probe results by

subroutine

write results

onto

Cprobes

ana.s

file through

subroutine write V soln

Figure 10: Flow chart for subroutine Sensitivíry_Analysis
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Main

sencalc

input original and adjoint circuit information

calculate

OV
-r-&
dr.

netw ork theory

OV

dc

according to adjoint

-

write the sensitivities of L&C with respect to
output into res.r file

jump to subroutine calcf to calculate
the sensitivities with respect to the
physical dimension of stripline

Figure 11: Flow chart for main prograrn sencalc
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Subroutine cølcf

input physical dimensions of stripline

jump to subroutine c alcZo to calculate the
characteristic impedance, and sensitivities
with respect to all interested parameters

write the final sensitivity results to out.z file

Figure 12: Flow chart for subroutine cølc/
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CHAPTBR VI

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

6.1

Description of Testing Model
During the process of designing the testing model, a few limitations were

encountered. Fustly, when the circuit model was created, Phyllis created a representative
hybnd mahix to represent this circuit. However this hybrid man-ix has already eleminated

all resistors by combinìng the resistance into the source vector, which restricted
designer to get information about the resistor values from the

the

circuit. Secondly, from

section 5.1, the relationships of ^LC components and the sotuces are given as follow:

I = jaCU

(10e)

g = jaLI

(110)

and

where

/ is the current, U is the voltage, L is the inductance, C is the capacitance, ard

is the frequency. Equations (109) and (110)

enable the hybrid matrix

to put

co

the

capacitance and induct¿nce values togethü and to use the same variable name. The
element type can only be identified when the corresponding position in the hybrid matrix

is multiplied by the specified column of the source vector. Also, the subroutine FDAN

is not suitable for analyzing nonlinear elements such as transistor, diode, dependent
control sources and so on, therefore, the testing circuit cannot contain any nonlinear
components. Finally, the modified subroutine FDAN has problem in solving microstrrp
lines, due to an error message of "singular matrix is encountered". Since the testing
51 -

model is restncæd by the above limitations, in order to satisfied the restrictions, the æsted
model is designed as a single sfipline as shown in Figure 13. It is created by using E.Z.
Greenfield2DT which is also a member of GREENFIELD

family. All of the parameters

such as wrdth and thickness of the conductor, dielectric constant, distance between two

ground planes and so on can be defined in this program.

A

LCR8 fite is created by

running E.Z. Greenfield2D, and it is displayed in Appendix

D.

This LCR file contained

the numerical values of characteristic impedance of the stripline,
conductance matrix, inductance

factor and so

corresponding

and capacitance matrix in per unit length, lime delay

on. The corresponding LC ladder network is created based on the given

values in the LCR fite.

Èo€nfldd V2O4a

ülon F€b

fl Êlo531991.

Q€ntlc L,aboratdbs

lE

Figure 13: Graph of designed testing stripline model from E.Z. Greenfield2d

7

A member of Greenfield family. Its frmction is to define

8

file e"te*ion name
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cross-section of t¡ansmission line

The circuit can be created by using Phyllis and an rmnal analysis in Phylhs is
required in order to prepare the Zollenkopf matrix for the modified FDAN to calculate

the sensitivity. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 14 and the corresponding
Zollenkopf mah-ix rs in Appendix

E.

An adjoint circuit is created by scaling down the

source of the onginal network. The reason behind this process is because changing the
source value is the simplest way to build an adjoint network. The adjoint network circuit

diagram is shown on Figule

15.

Although the L and C element values can be altered to

create the adjoint net, as described in chapter 3, the

L

and

C eiements are fixed. In

accordance with the theories in Chapær 4, the sensitivity with respect to each parameter

is measured using the sencalc.c program. The corresponding probe results of the two nets

are written onto two

a.na..s

files, as shown in Figure 16 and Figure

17.

The first

derivative of ouþut voltage with respect to L & C are shown in Figure 18 which is the
res.r flle. After retrieving the res.r ñle, the final stage is to calculate the sensitivities with
respect to width, thickness, and height of the stripline. For this test circuit, the results a¡e

written in out.z file as displayed in Figure

6.2

19.

Discussion on Results
The tested circuits contained 5 inductors and 5 capacitors with a matched load

impedance. In order to measure the current for inductor and voltage for capacitor, current
probes and voltage probes are inserted accordingly. The two sets of results for all probes

a¡e shown on two separate ana.s frfes. For convenient reading, all complex values are
converted to magnitude and phase values in Table V and Table VI.
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Figure 14: Simulatet LC ladder network circuit diagram
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FI{YLLIS CIRCUfT: testcir/netS/net5
1.000000e+09

FREQUENCY;

IP1

fP2

IP3
IP4
rP5
vP1

vP2
vP3
vP4
vP5

6.231306e-02
L.82880 6e-02
-3.865170e-02
-6,829128e-02

-4.9676t?e-02

{8{767e+0 0
-3,0?9473e+00
-5 , ¿ 68025e+00
-3 ,993345e+00
3 .026861e-01
1

.

-s.

4e-02
-7.L92291e-02
s3 927

-3.7 63850e-02
2 .323788e-02
6 .7 69 649e-AZ
-3.954397e+00
-5.114961e+00
-2.661737e+00
I.6'12040e+00
4

.82449Se+0

0

Figure L6: Probe results from ana.s ñle of original network

PHyttIS CIRCUIT: testci¡/neE55/neE55
1 .000000e+09

FREQUENCY:

IP1
TP2

IP3

IP{
IP5
vP1
vP2
vP3
vP4
vP5

4.985045e-02
1.4630{5e-02
-3 .092616e-û2
-5.463302e-02

-3.9?{093e-02

1.187814e+00
-2.46357 8e+00
-4,.37 4420e+00
-3 . 19467 6e+00
2

.42L499e-01

Figure 17: Probe results from ana.s f,le of adjoint network
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-4 . 43 1{ 19e-02
-5 - ?53 833e-02
-3.01.1088e-02
1.859031e-02
5.415720e-02
-3.163518e+00
-4-091969e+00
-2.L29389e+00
1.337632e+00
3.859598e+00

Table V: Converring originai net's complex probe results into polar form
PROBE

MAGNTIUDE

PHASE

IPl

8.3374295r5E-02

-4r.&

TP2

1.42t1576738-02

-75.13

IP3

s.3954443558-02

-t35.77

IP4

7.2r3666t9t8-02

16r.2t

IP5

8.396',747361E-02

126.2'7

VP1

4.223954152

-69.42

vP2

5.970425445

- i 21.05

VP3

6.08145881

-r54.04

VP4

4.329263454

r57.28

VP5

4.833983846

86.41

Table VI: Converting adjoint net's complex probe results into polar form
PROBE

MAGNITUDE

PHASE

IPl

6.6699436288-02

-4r.&

rcz

5.9369263828-02

-7533

IP3

4.3163554848-02

-135.77

IP4

5.7709327678-02

16r.2t

IP5

6.7t7398t798-02

126.27

VPl

3.379163837

-69.42

w2

4.77634032r

-t2r.05

VP3

4.86s16678s

-t54.M

VP4

3.463410763

157.28

VP5

3.861186679

86.4r
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CIRCUfT

: Èestcir,/nctS

ORTGIHÀL NET FREQUEIICY

À}ÍPLIIUDE

:
:

À.D.IoIl{l NET FREQUENCT
À¡,ÍPLITUDE

r

'

1.000000e+09
5.000000e+00
1.000000e+09
{.000000e+00

SENSIÎTÍ¡ITY
L1
L2
L3
L4

L5

-1.3 07 806e-02
4 .898635e-02
1 .09 8725e-03
-4.53 1161e-02
1.77 4719e-A2

CÀPÀCTIT\]R

c1
c2
c3
c4
cS

IUÀGINÀRY

À.BSOLTITE VÀLT'E

.18251{e-02
3.0?5634e-02
-3.055403e-02
3 .05556{e-02
7 .189042e-02

7.300607e-02
5.784129e-02
3 .05?378e-02
5 . {65208e-02

IMÀGITNRY

ÀBSOIJÏITE VãLUE

-2 .31435?e-02
5 .6006{0ä-02
5.616079e-02
-2 . 3039 66e-02
2.69594?e-03

3.287397c-02
6.567865c-02
6 - 814{25c-02
3 . {53359a-02
4 -30550{e-02

REA.Ú

IND{JCTOR

7

RTAI,

-2.334680c-02
-3.43069?e-ô2
3.859539e-02
2.572436e-02
-{.297055a-02

? . ¡104850e-02

Figure 1E: First derivatives of ouþut voltåge with respect to element L & C
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SENSITIVITY A¡IÀI¡YSIS ON S1RTPLINE WITH
CONDUCTOR

:
z
THICK :

I.JIDTH
HEIGHT

:

3.810000e-0? n
7.620000e-07 m
1.270000e-0? n

THE CHÀRÀCTERISTIC IMPEDÀ¡ÍCE OF THE STRIPLfNE
THE CÀLCULÀTED I¡¡DUCTÀI.¡CE
THE CALCULÀÎED CÀPÀCITÀNCE

=
=

=

2.502268e-07

4.4Á647Ze-ll

FIRST DERIVÀTIVE OF OUTPUT VOLTÀGE W.R.T. EÀCH L
dVo/dCn

dVo/dLn
7.30060?e-02
5.784129e-02
3.057378e-02
5 .465208e-02
7 .40Á860e-02

3.28'1397e-02
6.567865e-02
6.814425e-02
3.453359e-02
{ .305504e-02

WITT{ RESPE]CT TO wrryrH

dLldw
dVo/dlY

=

-2.41323{e+00
-7 .001320e-01
2. Á13234e+00
5.895182e-01

dc/dw
dVo,/dW

'1 .106138e-01

TOTAL dVo/dW

WTTE RESPEËT TO HEIG}IT
3.643833e+00
=

dlldb
dvo,/db

=

1.057155e+00

dC/db
dVo/db

=

-3.6,.13833e+00

=

ÍrOTÀfJ

dVo/db

=

-8 .901355e-01
1

.670199e-01

WITH RESPECT TO TTIICKNESS

dr/dE
dvo/dt

=

dc/dr

TOTÀL

Figure

-1 .244569e+00
-3.510?66e-01
1.244559e+00
02e-01

dVo/dt

3 . 0403

dVo/dt

1-9: Results

=

?.501690e+01

-5 -70464'le-02

of sensitivity anatysis of tested stripline model
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&c

These probes results are used for calculating sensitivity of the LC element to the

output voltage. As displayed previously in the res.r file, the sensitivity of the inductor

is wrthin a range of 3 to 7Vo. White the centre inductor has less effecr on sensitivity to
the output. And for the capacitor, a range

of 3 to

7Vo sensifrvity is also measured.

However, the centre capacitor has a greater sensitrviry on the output voltage. Since the
capacitor is a charge up device, a small change in capacitance may affect the charging
capability of the capacitor. However, these observations are oniy applied to this parricular
test.

In the pro$am for calculating the numericai values of the stripline, it is given
characteristic impedance

of

a

75.0169 ohms whose value has also been used for load

impedance. Also the calculated inductance is 2.5022688-07 Henries per meter

and

calculated capacitance is found to æ,4.44&'728-11 Farads per meter. The error in these

two element values is calculated as follow respectively:

2.s0226878-07

-

2.s2505F'-07

4.4464728-11, - 4.42994E-1 I
4.429848-r1

x
x

100 = 0.90224 Vo

100 = 0.3343 Vo

When measuring the sensitivities of the inductance and capacitance with respect

to width, height and thickness, it is observed that the derivafive of inductance to width

is the same as the derivative of capacitance to width, except that the sign is different.
This verified that

as

inductance changes a certain percentage, the capacit¿nce also changes

the same percentage but in opposite direction. Hence for a stripline, the changes of \¡¡idth
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have the same effect on both inductor and capacitor. This phenomenon also happens

when changing the height and thickness. The sensitivity to the width is found to be

-

1.106138E-01, which means that for every IVo change in wrdth of the conductor, there

is a ll.lVo change in the ouþut voltage. Furthermore, from theresults it is noted that

a L6.lVo and 5.lVo change in output occur for the height and ttuckness of

conductor

respectively.

In

conclusion, the results show that the output voltage is more sensitive to

changing the distance between the two ground planes, but it is less affected by changing
the thickness of the conductor. Also noted is that in LC nets the maximum and minimum
values of current or voltage cannot be predicted, since they are dependent on factors like

the inductance and capacitance, circuit structure and so on. The most sensitive element

may be located anywhere in the circuit, even though the network is symmetric. This is

also the reason why sensitiviry analysis is required to search for the most sensitive
element and tried to optimize its value.

6.3

Results Verification
The results from the analysis are unable to be verified from Phyllis itself. Because

Phyllis is designed for the time domain,

it is not suited to measure

sensitivity

in

the

frequency domain. Nonetheless, a verifying test of small changes on each interested
parameter (width, height and thickness) stilt can be done, but the results can not be used

to veriff the test. The test results can only verify the appropriate changes percentage of
the ouþut performance. The verifyrng test is done by creating four different circuits on
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Phyllis. The four different test circuits are the original network, the circuit with small
changes

in width, the circuit with small changes in height, and lastly the circuit with

small changes in ttuckness. The circuit is shown on Figure 20. These models are run
under Phyllis in the rrme domain, and the corresponding probe resulß can be found in the
SPCP

VPl

file,

see Appendix

F. The probe result

diagrams a¡e shown

in Figure 21.

Probe

represents the output of the original network, probe VP2 represents the ouþut of the

clrcuit with changes in width, probe VP3 shows the ouþut of the ci¡cuit with chanages

in thickness, and probe VP4 gives the output of the circuit wrth changes in height. From
analynng the data, we fi¡st can discover that the output voltage of the first testing circuit,

which is the circuit with changes in width, and probe result VP2 gives the following
changes

in percentage:

0.99905

-

1.10581

0.9990s

x

100 = -10.686L527o

For the second ci¡cuit, which has changes in thickness, and probe result Vp3 gives
percenlage changes of

0.99905

-

1.05821

0.99905

100

=

-5.92163Vo

And finally for the circuit with changes in height, the probe result VP4 gives percentage
changes

of

0.99905 - 0.8682s3
0.99905

e

x 100 = 73.092147o

File extention name for plotting

data-
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The results from above cannot prove that the analytical results from
the sensitivity

analysis are accurated, but they can show at least the appropriate ratio
of changes with
respect to the width, thickness and height.

Figure 20: Circuits for verifying the analytical results

Greenfield V2.03

Mon Jul 15 21:34:12 1991
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Ouantic Laboratories lnc.
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x1O'e

CHAPTER VII
C

1.1

ONCLTJSIO¡{S AIND REC OMMEI\DATIOI{S

Conclusions
The objective of this thesis is to present a feasible techruque of calculanng

transmission line sensitivity in the fi'equency domain using a simulation tool, Phyllis. The

adjoint network method is selected as the algorithm for sensihvity analysis. The reason

is that it requres less comput¿hon effort in the frequency domain. Hence ttus adjoint
method is implemented and performed in conjunction with the frequency domain solver

FDAN of the Quantic software. The subroutine FDAN has been modified to adapt the
capabiiity to calculate the sensinvity. Two new subroutines, Sensitivity Analysis and
Cprobes were written to interface with Phylhs and compute the results of the probes of

all relevent elements. The calculated results are input to another new program sencalc

for calculating the characteristic impedance, inductance and capacitance of the testing
transmission

line. The sensitivities of all L

and C elements are calculated by following

the adjoint network theory. Furthermore, the sensitivities to the physical dimension of
the stripline are also computed. The tested results show a degree of confidence on using

the adjoint network method in frequency domain sensitivity analysis.

The tests showed that transmission Line models, stripline
analyzed by simulating

it

as an LC ladder network.

in this case, can be

It is simpler to analyze a linear

ladder circuit instead of a complicated Fansmission line model. The results from the
analysis have been verified, although

it cannot prove exactly the same percentage. Most

-64-

important for ttus thesis is the research on the feasibility of implementing the adjoint
network method in Phyllis. The capability of analyzing transmission lines in terms of L
and C parameters enable designen to modify the transmission line acco¡ding to the

sensitivity of each parameter.

7

.2

Recommendations
Slnce Phyllis is designed for time domain analysis, there are difficulties in using

the FDAN for sensitivity analysis. However, it is not wor[h doing sensitivity analysis in

the time-domain in Phyllis, due to the program nature of Phyllis and also the excessive
computational effort. Nevertheless, in frequency domain analysis, it should not implement
a sensitivity measure in Phyllis. The reasons are because in FDAN, only linear elements

can be analyzed and there are many limitations when designing the testing circuitAlthough the information which is given by the analysis will help design engineers to
modify their design on the simulation tool, Phyllis is not the right tool to implement the
sensitivity analysis in the frequency domain.
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APPEI\DIX A
PROGRAM OF SENANA.C

-71

-

#include <qutils.h>
#rnclude <qmatrix.h>

#lnclude "tdan.h"
#include "constant.h"
#include "sort.h"
#include "cmatrix.h"
#include "senana.h"

/*x**** i(x****x** ** *x ** *** *{<i<******** * ***** ** ** * **+*** ***** **** ** * x*

*

Name:

*

Function:
Parameters:

ï
.

mz

- complex ZOF matnx for

lH*.'

:l'Häi,ruchre

*-llL
clrcut

*
i
*

Catculate the sensilivity of a ladder network using

Adjoint Network Theory

*

*

Sensitrvity_Analysis

prb
*.

- detay data strucu¡e
- name of circuit
- probe vector

- source vector

Rehrm:

**{c*********+*

{<*******{<{.*****************+******{<*{<******{c{c{<*+***x/

Sensitivity_Analysis(mz, frequency, time, delay, circut" prb, src)
*mz,

MATRD(
double
TIME
DELAY
cha¡
PROBE
SOURCE

frequency;
xtime'
*delay;

circut[3o];

þrb;
*src;

{

int
MATRX
CMATRIX
CMATRIX
CPROBE

CSOURCE

void
void
void
/*

*l

a circuit

nunuow, cnum, ccol, i, vecsize, count;
*cpZ;
*cxM, *CLU;

*cxMat0, *open_cmatrix0;
Cprb_struct, *Cprb;
Csrc_struct, xCsrc;
cpSrcPrb0, clU_decompQ, Cprobes0;

ConçrbQ, ConvsrcQ;
write_C_mat0, write_V_soln0;
AJlocating memory space for Cprb

&

Csrc

vecsize = mz-)nutprb-rmz->numDelay;
Cprb = &Cprb_struct;
Csrc = &Cbrc_structl
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Cprb->vec = (COMPLEX
Csrc->vec = (COMPLEX
Cprb->rhs = (COMPLEX
Cprb->lætUss¡ = (double

*)qmalloc(vecsize*sizeof(COMplEK));
*)qmalloc(mz->numsrcxsizeof(COMplEX));
*)qmalloc(vecsize*sizeof(COMplEÐ);
*)qmalloc(vecsize*sizeof(COMpLEÐ);

/*

*

Calcuiate complex system matrix

-

complex storage

matnx A

cxM = cxMat(mz, frequency, trme, delay);
cxM->numUserPrb = mz->numUserPrb ;
cxM->numUnknowns = mz->numUnlnowns;

l*

x

Allocating memory space for CLU

*l

CLU = open_cmatnx(cx'V->numrow, cxM->numcol, cxM->numelem);
ClU->index = (INDICES *)qcalloc(cxM->numcol, sizeof(INDICES));
ClU->colnum - (int *þcatloc(cxM->numcol, sizeof(int));
clU->colu = (GMAT-INDEX *)qcall oc(cxM->numcol, sizeof( CMAT_iNDEÐ)
ClU->numcol = cxM->numcol,

l*

Convert hobe and Sou¡ce into complex
cnurn = cxM->numcol;
Convprb(prb, Cprb, cmrm);
Convsrc(src, Csrc, cnum);

format *l

/*

*

Calcr:lating the Sou¡ce vector, ie voltage solution of the circr¡rt

*/

copy_cmatrix(cxM, CLU, cxM->numcol);

clU_decomp(CLtD;
Cprobes(cxM, CLU, Cprb, Csrc);

l*

*

Write the complex matrix on to a f,le

*/

/*

write_C_mu(cxM,circut,frequency);*/

l*

*

V/riting

*/

resu.lts onto a

file

write_V_soln(cxM, Cprb, circut, frequency);
refum

Ì /*

;

end of finclion

*/
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;

/+

** x**

*
*

*

i

*

* lc*

*** * ***

***

***+** *** ** * ** **x****

*

*c

*** * *******x*******

*x* * *

Name:

cxMat

Function:

translates rear hybrid matrix into frequency domain

'*'*"'"'
i'tr, ,ig;iiffi"racircu*
Reh-rm:

comprex hybnd matrix of a circuit (complex storage)

******c****** ** ****** ** **x**{<******** ** ****x**************x;ß**x
*<

CMATRIX* cxMat(m, freq, time, delay)

MATRIX
double
TIME
DELAY

*m;

fr.q;
*time;
*detay;

{

CMATRIX xcz, *open_cmarix0;
int
c, nun_del=O;
CELEMENT *c4

*a1loc_ccolumn0;

ELEMENT *a,
void
LC_freqQ,

delete_ccolumn0, DE_freq0;

cz = open_cmatrix(m->numrow, m->numcol, m->numelem);
cz->index = (INDICES *)qcalloc(cz->muncol,sizeof(INDICES));
for(c = 0; c < m->numcol; c+r) {
cz->indexlc] - m->index[c];
if(m->collc].starr : NULL) {
cz->colfc].end = NULL;
l
else {
ca = alloc_ccolumn(cz, c, m->col [c].numValues);

/* all capacitors and inductors */
if(m->index[c].fcn: LCsrc) LC_freq(m, cz,
/* delayed sou¡ces */
else if(m->index[c].fcn
DELAysrc)

:

ca,

c, rime, freq);

{

DE_freq(m,c z,ca,c,time,freq,delay,num_del );

num_del++;
]

else

{

a = m->col[c].start;

while(a != NULL)

{
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**x/

ca->row = a->row;
ca->value->real = a->value:
ca->value->imag = 0.0;
ca = ca->next;
a = a->next;
Ì

Ì

et4'.

for(c=O; c<cz->numcoi; c++)

if(cz->i¡dex[c].fcn == LCsrc ll cz->index[c].fcn
- DELAysrc ll
cz->ndex[c].fcn == DIODEpTb ll
(cz->index[c].fcuJFETprbDS && cz->rndex[c].fcncMOSFETprbGD)
(cz->index [c]. fcuMOSFETprbB D && cz->index [c]. fcn<B JTprbB E )
(cz->index[c].fcn > BJTprbX && cz->index[c].fcn < sportU )) {
delete_ccolumn(cz,c)

;

goto et4;
Ì

renrm cz;

] /*

end of ñrnction CxMat

*/

/**********************tc********t<*******{<****++***********

*

Name

*

Function

*

*
*
*

:

Convprb

:

Parameter

*

Convert the probe vector into complex form

.

prb - original prb vector
Cprb - prb vector in complex form
cnum - number of column from cxM

*******{cd<********************x********+*******************/

void Convprb(prb,Cprb,cmrm)

PROBE *prb;
CPROBE *Cprb;

int

cnum;

{

int

k;

for (k=0; k < cnrm-l ; k++) {
Cprb->vec[k].real = p¡b->vec[k];

Cprb->vec[k].imag = 0.0;
Cprb->rhsfk].real = prÞ>rhslk];
Cprb->rhsfk].rmag =0.0;
Cprb->lastUserfk] = prb->lætUser[k];

Cprb->begDelay = prb->begDelay;
Cprb->endDelay = prb->endDelay;
Cprb->begUser = prb->beguser;
Cprb->endUser = prb->endUser,

Cprb->begSwitch = prb->begSwitch;
Cprb->endSwitch = prb->endSwitch;
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ll
I

I

Cprb->beglC - prb->beglC;
Cprb->endlC = prb>endlC;
Cprb->limit - prb->limit;
Ì
Ì

l*

end of

Conçrb t/

***** *******{:rk

/*******

*

Name

*

Furction

*
*

Parameter

:

**

****{<****

t***{<{<+*******

*

*******+************

:

Convert the source vector trtto complex form

:

*

src - orìginal src vector
Csrc - src vector in complex fomr
.num - number of column from cxM

****x ****** *********X**

*** ***tc X*****r<***********X**/

void Convsrc(src, Csrc, cnum)

SOURCE *src;
CSOURCE *Csrc;

int

cnum;

{

int

k;

for (k=0 ; k < cmrm-l ; k++)

Csrc->vecfk].reaì
Csrc->vec[k].imag
Csrc->begDelay
Csrc->endDelay

Csrc->begUser
Csrc->endUser

Csrc->beglC
Csrc->endlC

{

= src->vec[k];
= 0.0;
= src->begDelay;
= src->endDelay,
= src->hguser;
= src->endUse[
= src->beglC;
= src->endlc;

Ì
]

/*

*******

Convsrc

i
{c

*

end of Convsrc

*/
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM OF CPROBES.C

-17

-

#rnclude <qutrls.h>
<qmatrix.h>
"tdan.h"
"consta¡lt.h"
"cmatrix.h"

#lnclude
#include
#include
#include
#lnclude

"senana.h"

/*x*** ** ** ***

* *:&*

x

Name:

*

Functron

** * ** * ***** ***x*************{<****

Cprobes

:

ffi'yåï#å"inJi:îgoritrrm
to solve matrix equation:

*c
*
*

Ap+Bs=0

by back subsdruting

pLU=-Bs
to solve for p.

*

*
*

Parameter

:

i

cxM - matrix in complex format
CLU - Complex LU matrix
prb - probe source
rrc - source vector

*************:k*************************x***************/
Cprobes(cxM, CLU, Cprb, Csrc)

CMATRIX
CPROBE

CSOURCE
{

CELEMENT

CMATRIX
int

COMPLEX

*cxM, *CLU;
*Cprb;
*Csrc;

*a;
*open_cmatrix0;

r, c, cs, ccol, cnum, beg, m rm;
*temp, *Chul0, *Cdiv0;

Tnro the right-hand-side vector
for( r = 0 ; r < cxM->numUnlmowns ; r++)

*l

/*

{

Cprb->rhs[r].real = 0.0;
Ì

l*
*
*
*/

Multiply soiuce vector by -B vector to yield
the resultant right-hand side vector
(all vector in complex form)

for (c = cxM->numUnlnowns; c < cxM->numcol; c++)
cs = c - cxM->numUnJmowns;
a = cxM->col[c].start;
while (a != NULL) {
temp

**tc***

- Cmul(a->value,

Csrc->vec[cs]);
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{

of probes c

Cprb'>rhs[a->row]. real -= temp->real;
Cprb->rhs[a->row].imag -= temp->imag;
a = a->next;

l

l*

Forwa¡d substitution LY=B

*l

for (c = 0, c < cxM->numUnlnowns-i; c++)

if

[

(fabs(Cprb->¡hs[c].real) < TINY

&&
fabs(Qrb->rhs[c].imag) < TI]ry) conrìnue;
cnum = ClU->colnum[c];
a = CLI-j->col lcnum].st¿¡t;
while (a l= NULL) {

temp = Cmul(a->value, Cprb.>rhs[c]);
Cprb->rhs[a->row].real -= temp->real,
Cprb->rhs[a->row].imag -= temp-)imag;
a = a->next;

Ì
Ì

*l
Back substihrtion UX=Y.
(c
for = cxM->nurnUnlnowns-1; c>=0; c--) {

l*

cnum = ClU->colnumlc];
a = ClLI->colUlcnum].sta¡q

if

(a->row != c)

{

qmessage("Invalid Circuit - check circuit connections");
qeuor("(jprobesOl) - Circuit matrix is singular");
l

temp = Cdiv(Cprb->rhs [c], a->value);
Cprb->rbs[c].real = temp->real;
Cprb-'>ths[c].imag = temp->imag;
a = a-)æxt;

while (a != NULL)

{

temp = Cmul(a->value, Cprb->rhs[c] );
Cprb->rhsfa->row].real -= temp->real;
Cprb->rhs [a->row].imag -= temp->imag,
a = a->next;

l
Ì

/*
*/

Reorder solution vector according to col pivotrng map and put into
probe vector.

for (r = 0; r < cxM->numUn_lnowns; r+r) {
Cprb-> vec [Cl-U->colnum[r] l. real = Cprb->rhs [r]. real ;
Cprb->vec[ClU->colnum[r]l.imag = Cprb.>rhs [r].imag;
Ì

Ì

/*

end of ftnction

*l
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APPEI\DIX C
PROGRAM OF SEI.{CALC.C
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#rnclude
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#inciude

<quttls.h>
<qmatnx.h>
<math.h>
"tdan.h"

/*** ***

********

"constant.h"

"sort.h"
"cmatrix.h"

*

***

* d(*

** * *** *******

* *i<*tr<

*

*

Name:

****** ************

r*:k ***

sencalc

)F

*
*

Function:

*
*

Pa¡ameter:

*

Rehrm:

*
****x**x

calculate the sensitivity of a ladder nerwork
usrng the adjoint network theory.

** ** *** *(x*d<***{c**** *** **{c*t<****x ****

*

*****************x*/

mainQ
{

COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX
COMPLEX

Indvaluel I 00] [2], Currenþrb[ I 00] [2] ;
Capvalue [l 00] [2], Voltageprbt I 001 t2l;

Outvoltage[1m][2], *votrl1@][2];
Ldiff_srruct, *ldiff, Cdiff_struct, *Cdiff;
xterml_struct, *xterml, xtermC struct, *xtermC;
*Cu¡rent, *Voltage;
*templ[ I 00], *tempC[ I @], *senl[ 1 0], *senCl 1
@] ;
*non¡L[ 1 00], *normCl I 00], *nsenl.l I @], *nsenC[
I @]
*Cmu10, *Cdiv0;

double
double
double
double
double

freq, ampl, Iprb, Vprb, omega src[2];
Lvalue, RIvaIue, Ilvalue, Cvalue, RVvatue, fVvalue;
Lreal, Limag, Creal, Cimag, absl-[100], absC[100];
L, C, aL[100], aC[l@];

int

numl, numC, l,num, Cnum, numelem, *num, c, n, k, nets=2;
circut[30];

char

Cabs0;

FILE

*sen;

voÍd

caIcf0;

Ldiff = &ldiff_struct:
Cdiff = &Cdiff_struct;
xterrnl = &xterml_struct;
xtermc = &xtermC_struct;
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;

*

Input the voltage results from two adjoint nets

*/

printf("Circuit name: ");
scanf("%s", circut);

printf("Number of Ilductor : ");
scanf("%d", &Lnum);
printf("Number of Capacitor : ");
scanf("%d", &Cnum);
printf("Frequency for circr.ut : ");
scanf("%1g", &freq);
printf("Inductor vaiue : ");
scanf(" 7olg", &Lvalue) ;
printf("Capacitor value : ");
scanf(" 7olg", &Cvalue);
omega = freq*2*Pl;
for (n = 0; n < nets; n++) {
pnntf("Amplitude for circrut %d: "Jr+i);
scanf("%lf', &ampl);

srcln]

-

ampl;

if (lnum > Cnum) {
qenor("(sencalc0l) : please check circuit");
Ì

numl = 0;
numC = 0;
numelem = Lnum,
num = &numelem;

whrle (nlrnl < Lnum) {
printf("Cunent probe Vod value in real part : ", nurnl+l);
scanf(" 7olg", &Rlvalue);
printf("Current probe Vodvahe in imaginary pa.rt : ", numl+l);
scanf(" 7olg", &tlvalue);
Indvaluelnuml] [n].real = Lvalue;
lndvaluelnuml] [n].imag = Q.g;
Currentprb[numl] [n]. re¿l = Rlvalue;
Cunentprbfnuml] [n].imag = Ilvalue;

nud++;
Ì

while (numC < Cnum) {
printf("Voltage probe %d value in real part :", numC+l),
scanf( " 7olg

", &RVvalue)

;

printf("Voltage probe %dvalue in imaginary part .,,, numC+l);
scanf( " 7olg", &IVvalue)

;

Capvalue[numQ [n].real = Cvalue,
Capvalue[numC] [n].imag

= 0.0;

Voltageprb[numC] [n].real = RVvalue;
VoltageprbfnumQ [n].imag = IVvalue;
numC++;
Ì

Outvoltage[numelem-

I]

[n] = Voltageprblnumelem-
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I]

[n]

;

Ì

l*

Calct¡late sensitivity of each

element *l

for (c = 0; c < numelem; c++) {
xterml->real = 0.0;
xterml->imag = -l * omega;
Current = Cmul (&Cunenrprblc] [0], &Cunenrprb tcl i I );
senl-lc] = Cmul(Cunent, xterml);
noml-[c] = Cdiv(Indvalue[c] [0], Outvotragefnumelem- I ] [0] );
nsenl-lc] = Cmul(senl[c], norm¡-[c]);
absl-lcl = Cabs(nsenl[c]);
1

xtermC->real = 0.01

xtermc->imag = oûìegâ,
Voltage = Cmul(&Voltageprb [c] [0], &Voltageprb [c] t 1 I ) I
senC[c] = Cmul(Voltage, xtermC);
normC[c] = Cdiv(Capvalue[c] [0], Ourvoltage[numelem- I ] [0]);
nsenClc] = Cmul(senC[c], normC[c]);
absClc] = Cabs(nsenClcl);
Ì

/*

Print out the sensitivity of each

element *l

sen = opnfil("res.r", FILE_A_Ì{Y, 'W');
þrintf(sen,'\\nCIRCUIT : %s\n\n\n",circut);

þrintf(sen, "ORIGINAL NET FREQIJENCy : Vol4.6e\n', omegat2lpD;
: Zol4.6e\n\n", src[0]);
þrintf(sen, "AMPLITUDE
þrintf(sen, "ADJOINT NET FREQUENCy : 7oI4.6e\n',, omegaf2lpl);
: Zo14.6e\n\n", src[l]);
þrintf(sen, "AMPLITUDE
þrintf(sen,

'\n\n

SENSITIVITSn");

þrinf(sen, "INDUCTOR REAL

");

ABSOLUTE VALLIBn\n");
forint(sen, "IMAGINARY
for (k = 0; k < numelem; k++) {
þnntf(sen, " LTod VoL4.&, 7ol4.6e %14.æ\n",
k+ 1, nsenl [k] ->real, rxenl-fk] ->imag, absl-[k]
Ì

þrintf(sen,'\n\nCAPACITOR
þrintf(sen,

"IMAGINARY

)

;

REAL

");
ABSOLLITE VALUE\n\n");

for (k - 0; k < numelem; k++) {
þrintf(sen, " CVod Vol4.&

VoL4.6e

k+ 1, nsenClkl ->real, nsenC[k] ->imag, absC [k] );

l
fprintf(sen, 'h\r,");
clsfil(sen);

l*

End of writrng res.r

file *l
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Vol4.6e\n',

*
*

Calculate the derivatives of L & C w.r.t. to width
thickness and height of stnpline

*l

L = lndvalue[O][0].real;
C = CapvaluelO][0].real;
caicf(L, C, absi-, absC, num, omega);

l"e

End of calculating first denvative of output voltage w.r.t.
dimension parameters rn a stripline

*l
ì

l*
/*:{<*

End of

main *l

* * **>k:+ * * * * x**;Fx

*
*
*
*

Function

x** * x x+*x*;k** ** *.******

{<

****{<* *******-+ **x ***xx r< **

Calculate derìvalives for L & C

:

with respect to width, thick
height of a stripline

¡<**************

*****

* *******d<*******

**************+**********

void calcf(L, C, aL, aC, num, omg)

double L, C, omg;
double aL[100], aC[l00];

int

*num;

{

double width, ttuck, height, epsilonr, mur;
double epsilon, mu, constv;

int
void

*nrms;
calcZo);

nums = DUIDI
pnntf("Width of the sfipline : ");
scanf(" Tolf ', &width);
printf("Thicloess of the stripln : "),
scanf("%lf', &thick);
pnntf("Height between two ground planes : ");
scanf( "7olf

', &height);

printf("Relative Permittivity : ");
sca¡lf("%lf ', &epsilon¡);

printf("Relative Permeability : ");
scanf("%lf', &mu¡);
width = width * 2.54 | lffi I Ie6
height = height * 2.54 | tN | 1e6,
thick = thick * 2.54 I Iffi | 1e6,
epsilon = epsilon¡ * EPSILON;

mu

=mu¡xMU;
constv = sqrt(Mu xEPSILON);
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and

*****/

cd,cZoQ-, C, width, thick, height, epsilonr, constv, aL, aC, nums, omg);
Ì

l*

End of

/***************

i

*

*

*l

caicf
**

** *** ** *{<***+ ***

***

***** * *** ******+*******+*x*****rr*+*******

FuncLion : caicZo

Descriptron . calculate the cha¡acterislic rmpedance of the strip line

Parameters:

i,.n ,ä#î#*:.'.,",
thick

- thickness of the conductor
height - distance between two gromd planes
epsr - reladve permitttvity
constv - squa.re root value of MU and EpSILON
aL - absolute value of first denvative of L
aC - abeolute vaiue of first derivæive of C
nums - number of elemenf
o*t - frequency rn radia¡r

*
"*
*
*
i
*

Rehrm

:

*****{c********************t<********{<**(*******

**********

**

**t<****x**x*****x***/

void calcZo(Ind, Cap, w, t, b, epsr, ctv, æL, æC, n, omega)
double lld, Cap, w, t, b, epsr, crv, omega;
double asl,[100], asC[100];
int *n;
{

double Zo,7n2, dZo_W, dal.[3], daC[3];
double ddiff, x, m, terml, term2, sq2, term3, pow3;
double deltaw, termdw, wpi, twpi, invwpi, Ztl,Zt2,Zt3, etl, sqetl, e;
double A, dz.Ðt!, dZnA, dZoß, db1, dtl, dt2;
double lnductor, Capactor, line;
double tal-[100], taC[100], tdl-[4], rdC[4];
double pterm[4], eleml-ll 00] [4], elemCl 100] [4],
double SENL[4], SENC[4];

int
FILE

i,

j,

k, nums;

*out;

nums -

*n;

ddiff =b-t;
x
=t/b;
m
= 2l1+2*(xl(1-x))/3);
terml =x/PI/(1 -x);

term2 =xl(2-x),

sq2

term3

=term2*term2;
=0.0796 *x/(w/b+ 1.1 *x);
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pow3

= pow(term3, m);

deltaw = terml * (l - 0.5 * log(sq2 + pow3));
wpi =w/ddrff+deltaw;

t\Arpi =wpi*ddiff;
invwpi = 1/wpi;

ZtI =4*invwpi/PI;
ZA =8*invwpi/Pl;
Zt3 = sqfi(Z2*Zt2 + 6.27);
A
= log(1 +Ztl*(Zt2 +ZB));
Zo =30*Aisqrt(epsr);
Zo2 =7,o*Zo,
Qt1 = 1 /ZQ;
sqQtl -QrlxQrl;

a

=sqrt(l +6.27*sqQtl);
= 30 x exf,-A) | Bnpi lsqrt(epsr);
dZot2 =3.135/Q;

dZotl

dZot3 =1/sqQtl *(l+Q);

dZo_W =dZotl * (dZot2- dznß);
daltol -(dZo_w*crv);
daC[O] = (-1 * ctv * dZo_W /7n2):

dbl =wpi- 2*x/PI/ (2-x),
daltll = -ctv * dbl * dZo-W;
daC[l] =

ctv

/Zo2 * dbI * dZo_W;

= (x / (2 - x) + Iog(x I Q - x))) I PI;
= wpi - dtl;
daI-tzl = dA * ctv * dZo_W;
daCl2l = -1 * ctv * dl2 * dZn_W 17.o2;

drl

dtz

l*

Calculate the Inductance and Capacitance values

line

= 100.0

120.0:

I¡ductor=7n*ctvi
Capactor=cNl7.o;

l*
*l

Calculate the sensitivities w.r.t. width, thicloess
and height

ptermfi] =

e¿;

pterm[2] = þ;
pterm[3] = ¡;

j < 4;j++) i
sENL[i] = 0.0'
SENCUI = 0.0;

for [=9'

Ì
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+l

for (i=0; i < nuns;

i+r)

{

tal-lil = æLlil;
taC[i] = æClil;

for (k=1; k < 4; k++) {
tdl-[k] = dal-[k-l] * ptermlk] / Inductor * line;
eleml.[i][k] = tal.li] * td1.lkl;
SENLtkl = SENLIk] + elemllil[k];
tdc[k] = dâCtk-l1 * ptermlkl / Capactor * line;
elemClillkl = taClil * tdClkl;
SENCIk] = SENClkl +elemC[i][k];
l
Ì

l*

Print out the sensitivity of the

network *l

out = opnfil("out.z", Ftr-E_ANY, 'W');

þrintf(out,'\n\nSENSIIVITY ANALYSIS ON STRIPLINE WTTH M\n");
þrintf(out, "CONDUCTOR WIDTII : Vo14.& m\n", w);
IIEIGÍIT : VoI4.&, m\n", b);
þrintf(out, "
THICI,( : Vol4.6e m\n", t);
þrintf(out, "
þrintf(out, 'MTIIE CHARACTEzuSTIC IMPEDANCE OF THE STRIPLINE = Vol4.6e\n",Zo):
þrintf(out,'MTTIE CALCULATED INDUCTANCE = 7o I 4.6e\n", Inductor);
þrintf(out,'\nTI{E CALCTILATED CAPACITANCE = Vol4.6e\út", Capactor);
þrintf(out,'\FIRST DEzuVATTVE OF OUTPUT VOLTAGE WR.T. EACH L & C\n");

þrintf(out,'\n dVo/dl,n
for (i=0; i<m¡ms;i+¡) {
fprintf(out, "Vol4.6e

dVo/dCn\n");

7o14.6e\n",taltil, taCtil);

Ì

þrintf(out, '\n\nWITH RESPECT TO WIDTItur");
þrintf(out, "dlldv/
= VoL4.&\rt", tdl.[l]);
furintf(out, "dVo/dW = 7o14.6e\n\n", SENL[l]);
fprintf(out, "dC/dW = 7o14.6€\n", tdC[]);
fprintf(out, "dVo/dW = 7o14.6e\n\n", SENC[l]);
fprintf(out, "TOTAL dVo/dV/ = 7o I 4. 6e\n", SENLI I ]+SENCI I );
fprintf(out,' \n\nWTTH RESPECT TO HEIGHTVT");
fprintf(out, "dlldb
= %14.6e\n", tdlt2l);
forintf(out, "dVo/db = %14.6e\n\n", SENL[2]);
fprintf(out, "dc/db = %14.6eh", tdC[2]);
forintf(out, "dVo/db = 7o14.6e\n\n", SENC[2]);
þrintf( out, "TOTAL dVo/db = Vo I 4.&\t", SENL[2] +SENC [2] );
fprintf(out,' \n\nWITH RESPECT TO THICKNESS¡r");
fprintf(out, "dl-/dt = 7o14.6e\n", tdl.[3]);
fprintf(out, "dVo/dt =%i4.6e\n\n",SENL[3]);
fprintf(out, "dc/dt
= %14.6e\rn", tdC[3]);
fprintf(out, "dVo/dt = %14.6e\r\n", SENCt3l);
þrintf(out, "TOTAL dVo/dt = 7o I 4.6e\,n", SENL[3]+SENCI3I);
þrintf(out, '\,\n");
1

clsfil(out);
End of writing out.z
]

/*

file *l
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***
*II
***
*CN
***
*GI
***
*cc
***
*LL
***

FiÌe Conductors
stline
1
Conductor

names

CN1

Frequency
100 . 00 [].rhz I

Dimensi-on Conductivity
5 . 8000008+07 ts/ml
[rni]-s I
Capacitance matrix IF/m]
4.429848-LL

Inductance matrix tHlml
2.525058-0'i

Conductor equivalent resistance

*** Conductor Resistance IOhm/n]
*RF 1
3.89414E+00
**rr Pot.ential- mode shapes tvl
*MV
8.6890E+00
*** Current mode shapes tAl
*Mr
1.15088E-01
*** Mode Equivalent resistance [Ohm/m]
*RM r
4.66026E-01
*** Admittance matrix tSl
*YY
L-324528-02
rr** fmpedance matrix IOhms ]
*zz
7.54989E+01
*** Conduct.or characterj-stic impedances and time delays
*** Al-l- other conductors grounded
*ìk* Conductor Impedance IOhms] Time de]ay ts/ml
*zG 7
'7.5498918+01_ 3.3444828-09
*** Effective impedance
***
Impedance [Ohms]
*zE Conductor
'7 .
L
54 9891E+01
*** Al-I other conductors fJ-oating
*** Conductors Impedance lOhms] Time deJ_ay ts/ml
*zF 1.
1.549891E+01 3.344482E-09
*** Al-I other conductors driven
*** Conductors fmpedance IOhms]
*zD 1,
1 .54 9891E+01
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DESCRIPTION OF ZOLLBFTKOPF MATRIX FILE
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*

zoî

1.01
31

5
9

I
I

1
t_

3
1
4
1

9

i
i0
l1i
t-

L2
13

I

i4

l-

r)

L6

ir
i3
I
19
I

20
3

1L

FF,OM=IMBED TIì4E=11:0T:46
20
52
0
l0
1 IPr
-1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00

0102\P2
1.000000e+00
0l03iP3
i.000000e+00
c
10
4
1.000000e+c0
ù
t0
5
1.000000e+t0
0
L4
!i
1. C0000Ce+C0
.ì
:l
-J
1.0CC00ûe-00
'J
i5
!2
2 . a2COA'Je-42
:5
i3
2

0
C
c

:

I
0
O

l5

20
3

1l

0

L2

L6
3

0

3

0

L2
13
L7
13
14
10

1

)^

3
1

5
6
3
2
6
1
3
3
-t

I

5
A.

8

t0
L4

19
1

I
6
I
1
1

I

3

10
14

19

QU¡.¡¡'I I C

.02AC0Ae-A2
-

IP,1

IP5
Lt-

,.'?:
L2

-:

_4

2.02000ûe+02

15
:5
'!5
14
i.000000e+CC
14
\T

2.

A2000Ce+02

.

:

1.0ûC00Ce-10

i.!:,rlilCe-û0
j

'1

i.0sìLr-lCûe:CC

i4

20

1.0C0000e+00
llI
1.000000e+00

;_5

Cl
c2

^:
-1

c5

vsl

10

6

VPI

10

1

VPz

-1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00
r0
8
1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00

VP3

-1.000000e+00
-L 000000e+00
-1.000000e+00
1.000000e+00

t0

9

1.000000e+00

-1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00

c
l5
tl
0 -2.020000e+02
14
L2

-1.000000e+00
1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00
0
14
13
-1.000000e+00
1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00
0
14
14
-1.000000e+00
1.000000e+00
-1.000000e+00
0
14
t-5
-1.000000e+00

vP4
LL
L2
L3

L4

L5

l-.000000e+00
-7.50000Ce+01
7. 500000e+01

-1.500000e+01
0
15
i6
3.543800e-02
0
15
!-t
3.543800e-02
Ô
1q
10
3.543800e-02

0
15
L9
3.5-¿3800e-02
01520c5
2 - 657850e+00
-2. 651850e+00

ci
c2
-)
C1

2. 65785Ce+00
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DATA FROM THE THREB TESTING CIRCUITS
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PHYLLIS CIRCTIIT: NET

Time

1

VPl

0.000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.200E-10 0.0000008+.00
0.400E-10 0.m0000E+00
0.600E-10 0.000000E+00
0.800E-10 0.000000E+00
0.100E-09 0.000000E+00
0.120E-09 0.0000008+00
0.140E-09 0.000000E+00
0.160E-09 0.000000E+00
0.180E-09 0.000000E+00
0.200E-09 0.0000@E+00
0.2208-09 0.m000E+00
0.2408-09 0.00m00E+00
0.2608-09 0.000000E+00
0.280E-09 0.000000Er-00
0.300E-09 0.000mEr{0
0.330E-08 0.000000E+00
0.332E-08 0.000000E+00
0.334E-08 0.108040E-05
0.336E-08 0.973150E-01
0.338E-08 0.2212428+00
0.3408-08 0.341680E+00
0.342E-08 0.4567298+00
0.344E-08 0.564576E+00
0.346E-08 0.6635208+00
0.348E-08 0.751998E+00
0.350E-08 0.828617E+00
0.352E-08 0.892169E+00
0.3548-08 0.941650E+00
0.3568-08 0.976281E+00
0.358E-08 0.995515E+00
0.3608-08 0.999050E+00
0.362E-08 0.986829E+00
0.364E-08 0.959045E+00
0,366E-08 0.9i6i37E+00
0.368E-08 0.858779E+00
0.370E-08 0.787879E+00

w2

VP3

VP4

0.ffi000E+00
0.ffi0008+00

0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00

0.000000E+-00

0.000000E+00
0.0m000E+00
0.0000008+00
0.0ffi000E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00

0.ffi000E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00

0.0m0E-r-æ
0.000mE+m
0.0000008+00

0.00M0E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00

0.0mE+00

0.000000E+00

0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00
0.000000E+00

0.0m00E€0

0.00mE+00

0.0m00E+00

0.0000mE+tr
0.000000E{{0
0.0000mE+00
0.0æ000E{-00
0.000000E{-00
0.000000EJ{0
0.0000008J{0
0.000000E+-00

0.0000mE+-00
0.000000E-'{0
0.000000E+-00

0.0@000E+00

0.000000E+00

0.m0000E+O0
0.m00mE+00
0.000000E+O0
0.0m000E+O0

0.m000E+00
0.000m08+00

0.0m000E{{0

0.00mE{{0

0.1 19586E-05

0.114438E-05
0.103078E{-00

0.1077148+@
0.244885E+00
0.378193E+00
0.505538E+00
0.624909F1-æ
0.7344268+æ
0.832360E+00
0.9171678+00
0.987510E+00
0.1042288+01
0.108061E+0i
0.1 101908+01
0.110581E+01
0.t092298+01
0.106153E+01
0.1014048+01
0.950552E+00
0.812076F+00
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0.ME+m
0.234344Fffi
0.361914E+00

0.4837168+&
0.598009E-r-00

0.702812Effi
0.796531E{-00

0.877687Fffi
0.945002E+00
0.9914138+æ
0.103410E-{-01

0.105447E+01
0.105821E+01

0.1045278+0r
0.101584E+01

0.9703898+00
0.9096358+00
0.834536E+00

0.m000E+O0
0.938954E46
0.8457MF{.r
0.t92277B+ffi
0.296947Fl{rl:
0.396934E{{0
0.490661E.ú0
0.576651E{-00
0.653546E{-00

0.720134F+N
0.775365FlÛl.
0.818368E{-00
0.848465E+{0
0.865181E+{0
0.8682538+00
0.857632E+O0
0.833486E+O0
0.796195E+OO
0.7 46347Fû0
0.6841298Æ

Time
0.372E-08
0.374E-08
0.376E-08
0.378E-08
0.380E-08
0.3828-08
0.3848-08
0.386E-08
0.388E-08
0.390E-08
0.392E-08
0.394E-08
0.3968-08
0.398E-08
0.400E-08
0.402E-08
0.4048-08
0.406E-08
0.4088-08
0.410E-08
0.412E-08
0.414E-08
0.416E-08
0.418E-08
0.420E-08
0.422E-08
o.4248-08
0.4268-08
0.428E-08
0.4308-08
0.432E-08
0.4348-08
0.4368-08
0.438E-08
0.440E-08
0.4428-08
0.444F-08
0.446E-08
0.448E-08
0.450E-08
0.4528-08
0.454E-08

VP1

vP2

VP3

VP4

0.7045548+m
0.610118E+m
0.506060E+m

0.7798468+æ
0.675318E+00
0.560140E+00

0.612313E+00
0.530241E+00

0.394020E+00
0.215767F+A0
0.153i65E+O0
0.281468E-01

0.436127Effi

0.7462778l{10
0.6462498+æ
0.5360288+00
0.4173548+N
0.292098E+00
0.1622358+00
0.298136E-0i
0.103078E+00

-0.913t49E-0r
-0.22L2428+00
-0.341680E+00
-0.4567298+.æ
-0.5645168+00
-0.663519E+00
-0.751997E+m
-0.828617E+00
-0.892168E+00
-0.941650E+00
-0.9762818+00
-0.995515Er-00
-0.999050E+00
-0.986829E+00
-0.959045E+00
-0.916137E+00
-0.858780E+00
-0.78788OE+m
-0.704553E{-00
-0.610116E+m
-0.506060E{-00

-0.39402OE{tr
-0.2757678+æ
-0.153165E+00
-0.2814688-01

0.973t49E-Ot
0.2212428+00
0.3416808+00
0.4567298+00
0.5645168+00
0.663519E+00
0.751997F+00
0.828617E+00
0.892168E+00
0.941650E+00

0.3052378+00
0.169533E+00
0.31i547E-01
-0.107714E+00
-0.244885E+00
-0.378193E+00
-0.505537E+00
-0.6249098+00
-0.13M258+00
-0.832359E+00

-0.9i7i668+00
-0.987509E+00
-0.1042288+01
-0.i08061E+01
-0.110190E+01
-0.110581E+0i

-0.2343448+O0

0.4398068{{0

0.3424358t&
0.2396638+.æ

0.133i12E{0
0.2446188-0r
-0.8457438-0r
-0.19227781ffi
-0.296947Effi
-0.396934E{0

-0.361914E+00
-0.483776F+m
-0.598009E+00
-0.i02811E+00
-0.796530E+00
-0.877686E+00
-0.945001E+00
-0.9914138+00
-0.i03410E+01

-0.653545E{0

-0.105447E{1

-0.865181E{{0

-0.105821E+01

-0.868253E+00

-0.490661E+-00

-0.576650Er-00
-0.720133E+00

-0.7753&81û
-0.818367E{-00
-0.8484ó5E{-00

-0.1092298ñt

-O,I0/j27EÑI

-0.8576328+æ

-0.106153E-Ð1
-0.101404Er-01
-0.9505538+00

-0.101584E{1

-0.833486E{0
-0.796195E+-00

-0.812077Fffi

-0.970389E+00
-0.909636E+m
-0.834538E+00

-0.746348Effi
-0.684730E{0

-0.779844Fñ0

-0.746276Flæ

-0.6t23r2Fffi

-0.675316E+00
-0.560140E+00
-0.4361278+00
-0.3052378+{0
-0.169533E+00
-0.311547E-01
0.107714E+00
0.2448858+00
0.378193E+00
0.505537E+00

-0.6462468+A0
-0.536028E+00
-0.4t73548+00
-0.292098E+00
-0.1622358+00

-0.530239E+00

0.624909H-ffi
0.7344258+N
0.832359E+00
0.917166E+00
0.987509E+00
0.104228E+01

-94-

-0.298r378-0t

-0.4398068{0
-0.3424358ffi
-0.2396É¡3F+æ

-0.133112E{{0
-0.2446188-01
0.8457438-0r
0.1922778+æ
0.2969478+æ

0.103078E+00
0.234344F+00
0.361914E+00
0.4837768+00
0.598m9E+00
0.702811E+00
0.796530E+00
0.877686E+00

0.4906618+00
0.576650E+00
0.653545E+00
0.1201338+{0

0.945m18{O0

0.77s364Fû0

0.997413E+00

0.818367E+00

0.396934E+-00

Time

VP1

vP2

VP3

VP4

0.456E-08
0.4588-08
0.460E-08
0.462E-08
0.464E-08
0.4668-08
0.468E-08
0.470E-08
4.4728-08
0.4748-08
0.476E-08
0.4788-08
0.480E-08
0.4828-08
0.484E-08
0.486E-08
0.488E-08
0.490E-08
0.492E-08
0.494E-08
0.496E-08
0.498E-08
0.500E-08
0.502E-08
0.504E-08
0.506E-08
0.508E-08
0.5108-08
0.512E-08
0.5i4E-08
0.5168-08
0.5188-08
0.5208-08
0.5228-08
0.524E-08
0.526E-08
0.528E-08
0.530E-08
0.532E-08
0.5348-08
0.536E-08
0.538E-08

0.976281E+00
0.995515E+00
0.999050E+00
0.9868298+00
0.959045E+OO
0.916135E+00
0.858779E+00
0.787878E+00
0.704553E+00
0.6101i6E+00
0.506060E+00
0.394018E+00

0.108061E+01
0.110190E+01
0.11,058lE+01

0.103410E+01
0.1054478+01
0.105821E+01

0.848465E+00
0.86518iE+00
0.868253E+00

0.109229F+{l

0.1C/521E+{l

0.8576328ñ0

0.106153E+01
0.101404E+01

0.101584E+01
0.970388E+00
0.9096348+00
0.834536E+00
0.746276F+00
0.6462468+00
0.536028E+00
0.417351E+00
0.2920988+00
0.1622358+00
0.2981378-01
-0.103078E+00

0.833486E+00
0.796194F+æ
0.1463468+00
0.684728E+00
0.6123t28+00
0.5302398+00
0.439806E+00
0.3424328+00
0.2396638+00
0.1331 12E+00

0.2i57678+00
0.153 165E+00

0.281469E-01
-0.973i48E-01
-0.2212428+00
-0.34i680E+00
-0.4567298+00

-0.5&576F+ffi
-0.663519E+00
-0.1519978+00
-0.828617E+00
-0.892168E+00
-0.9416508+00
-0.976281E+00
-0.9955i5E+00
-0.999050E+00
-0.986828E+00
-0.959044E+00
-0.916135E+00
-0.858779E+00
-0.787878E+00
-0.704553E+00
-0.610116E+00
-0.506060E+00
-0.394020E+00
-0.2151678+00
-0.153 165E+00
-0.281470F-0r
0.973148E-01
0.2212428+00

0.950552E+00
0.872075E+00
0.7798458+00
0.675316E+00
0.560140E+00
0.4361248+00
0.305237E+00
0.169533E+00
0.311548E-01
-0.107714E+00
-0.244885E+00
-0.378i93E+00
-0.505537E+00
-0.624909E+00
-0.1344258+N
-0.832359E+00
-0.917166E+00
-0.987509E+00
-0.104228E+01
-0.108061E+01
-0.110190Er-01
-0.110581E+01
-0.1092298+01
-0.106153E+01
-0.101404E+01
-0.950552E+00
-0.872075F+N
-0.7798458+00
-0.6753168+00
-0.560140E+00
-0.4361278+00
-0.305237E+00
-0.169533E+00
-0.311549E-01
0.107714E+00
0.244885E+00

-95-

-0.234344Fffi
-0.361914E+00
-O.4837768+æ
-0.598009E+00
-0.702811E+00
-0.7965298t00
-0.877686E+00
-0.945001E+00
-0.9974138tCCI
-0.103410E+01
-0.1054478+01
-0.105821E+01

-0.r04s27Eúr
-0.101584E+01
-0.9703888{-00
-0.909635E+00
-0.834536E+00
-0.746276E+00
-0.6462468+N
-0.536028E+00
-0.417354Ft00
-0.292098E+00
-0.1622358+00
-0.298138E-01
0.103078E{O0
0.2343438+00

0.2446r98-0t
-0.8457428-0r
-0.1922718tffi
-0.2969468iÐ0
-0.396934Er{0
-0.490661E+00
-0.576650E{-00

-0.653545E{0

-0.120r33Fffi
-0.7'753&EtÛ:.
-0.818367E{-00

-0.848464E{0
-0.865181E{{0
-0.8682538{0
-0.857631E+00
-0.833485E{-00
-0.196194E+æ

-0.7463468+ffi
-0.6f.4128F+.æ
-0.6t23128+æ
-0.530239E{-00

-0.4398068{0
-0.342435E+00

-0.2396r.3Effi
-0.133i 12Er{0
-0.2446t98-0t
0.8457428-0r

0.l922llE+00

Time

VPl

vP2

VP3

VP4

0.540E-08
0.542E-08
0.544E-08
0.546E-08
0.548E-08
0.5508-08

0.34i680E+00

0.378193E+00
0.505537E+00

0.361914E+00
0.483776F,+00
0.598009E+00
0.702811E+00
0.796529F+{0
0.8776868+00

0.2969468+æ
0.396934F+æ

0.456729E+00

05&5768ñ0
0.6635188+00
0.7519918+.æ
0.828616E+00

0.6249098+ffi
0.i3M258+-00
0.832359E+00
0.917166E+00

-96-

0.490660E+O0

0.576650E+00
0.653545E+00
0.72C1338+00

